Ticket: # 3798142 - Super bowl 2020 half time
Date: 2/3/2020 3:37:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Montrose, Colorado 81401

Description
Was extremely offensive and inappropriate for kids, was during prime time and many children watching.
Ticket: # 3798148 - Super Bowl halftime show indecent
Date: 2/3/2020 3:38:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Mission Hills, Kansas 66208

Description
The half time show was the furthest thing from a "family friendly" broadcast as possible. The depiction of strippers, close-ups of crotch and anus, the orgy by back up dancers, naked buttocks, are NOT APPROPRIATE for children viewers. I should not have to send children out of the room when watching a FOOTBALL GAME. The NFL and FOX are contributing to the total sexualization of our culture and cramming it down our throats. No where is safe.
Ticket: # 3798156 - 2020 super bowl halftime performance
Date: 2/3/2020 3:39:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Bardstown, Kentucky 40004

Description
This performance by the two female performers ie. Shakira and Jennifer Lopez was patently obscene for the viewing time slot and vowing audiences that would be watching. This performance was on par or exceeded the 2004 super bowl halftime performance that received a fine. This current performance needs to be examined on those standards and be held to such. A fine should be leveled against th NFLfor allowing this performance to go ahead and FOX for televising it.
Ticket: # 3798160 - NFL Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 3:40:30 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78251

Description
Jennifer Lopez
Ticket: # 3798164 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 3:41:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Orlando, Florida 32837

Description
The Super bowl halftime show was not in good taste.
Ticket: # 3798166 - Super bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 3:41:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Seadrift, Texas 77983

Description
The halftime show was highly inappropriate for that time of the evening where children are viewing. Knowing this would be viewed by families, I think Fox showed disregard and disrespect for American people.
Ticket: # 3798179 - Offensive and Indecent Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 3:44:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Baldwin City, Kansas 66006

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show, aired on the Fox network on Sunday, February 2, 2020, was grossly offensive and inappropriate as measured by contemporary community standards. The headline performer's costumes consisted of far too small, in the front and back, black thongs revealing the performers buttocks (and close to everything else) as she crudely bent over to air her backside to the camera. Later in the performance, she backed her bottom into the groin of the male raps singer and proceeded to bounce against him in a sexual manner. These too revealing costumes and simulated sex acts on stage are completely inappropriate to air on national TV to an audience that includes many young children. There should have been a prior warning of explicit content to enable families to remove their children from the viewing area. There needs to be limits imposed on the amount of buttocks revealed and shaken in front of the camera, and an end to the simulated sex acts of male/female grinding. We found this exhibit to be completely offensive and outside the expectations for family viewing.
Ticket: # 3798180 - NFL Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 3:45:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Weiser, Idaho 83672

Description
The NFL Super Bowl 2020 half time show was distasteful and inappropriate. For a family event, this is incredibly offensive to women, and supports human sex trafficking.
Ticket: # 3798191 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 3:46:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Rutherfordton, North Carolina 28139

Description
The clips I have seen, so glad I was busy and didn't see the whole thing, this should not be on network tv. I actually wish it wasn't on any tv screen. This was indecent and way too graphic. What message was this sending to young girls???? Please fine the network and the NFL
Ticket: # 3798193 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 3:47:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Pearland, Texas 77581

Description
The Super Bowl Halftime show was highly indecent. The show was not suitable for children during that time slot. It was better suited for a men's club. We need PG Halftime shows at the minimum.
Ticket: # 3798202 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 3:49:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Mcpherson, Kansas 67460

Description
I believe what was shown during halftime of the Feb 2, 2020 Super Bowl was absolutely inappropriate programming for supposedly family viewing. The striptease show with scantily covered women is inappropriate for children’s viewing and offensive to women. NFL should be ashamed for promoting such offensive material and the FCC should have ruled against such programming. In a time when the Me 2 movement should have struck fear in the heart and actions of most, the people who should be held the most accountable ARE NOT being held accountable!
Description
The Shakira/JLo bump and grind show was disgusting, but when I saw little children involved I thought, "What is wrong with this country?" I heard people say their performance "empowered" women. How does what those women did/show empower women? Does it empower me to take off my clothes and dance in front of people with my thong and do lots of crotch and butt shots? Will the people then finally say of me, "That woman is empowered! I want my little girl to see this so she will know what an empowered woman looks like!" Or did "empowered" mean that Shakira and JLo were physically strong with great cardio? OK. I can understand that for how could they shake and sway and squat, while also screaming, for so long without a great physical empowerment? May I suggest a competitive weight-lifting, breath-holding, squatting, screaming and shaking contest between them would have made more sense, and been more interesting i.e. the Olympics, to showcase "empowerment" to little girls... but no less disgusting OR RIDICULOUS as what we saw Sunday night.
Ticket: # 3798214 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 3:50:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Elmendorf, Texas 78112

Description
Indecent and appalling half time show. It was too lewd for family television.
Ticket: # 3798222 - The Pepsi Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 3:51:48 PM
City/State/Zip: North Salt Lake, Utah 84054

Description
Inappropriate dancing for young children, crotch camera views, shaking of mostly bare butts - we needed a warning to switch the channel which we did after the double butt shake, thank goodness cause we missed even more too sexual moves.
Ticket: # 3798230 - NFL half time on Super Bowl

**Date:** 2/3/2020 3:53:17 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Sanford, Maine 04073

**Description**
The half time show was totally inappropriate for a child viewing the game this was way to sexual and i certainly did not like it. I believe its in violation of day time viewing.
Ticket: # 3798242 - Superbowl
Date: 2/3/2020 3:54:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Glendale, Arizona 85308

Description
The Super Bowl half time show was WAY out of line. NO one should have to watch that alley alone little ones. Very sad this is what it was. Shame on you.
Ticket: # 3798248 - Super Bowl Half-time show

Date: 2/3/2020 3:55:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Hanover, Virginia 23069

Description
The Super Bowl half-time show belonged in a strip club. It was totally inappropriate and the NFL and Fox Sports should be held accountable. That show makes the "Janet Jackson wardrobe malfunction" look tame! Hold them accountable - it was primetime family viewing.
Ticket: # 3798262 - NFL Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 3:56:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Maple Plain, Minnesota 55359

Description
The show was disgusting. It was not family friendly. Close up shots of crotches and buttocks is offensive.
Ticket: # 3798266 - Super Bowl Halftime
Date: 2/3/2020 3:57:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Winter Haven, Florida 33884
Company Complaining About: Bright House

Description
Seriously ?? Why not just have J Lo strip naked.... She basically was anyway. And the cameraman focused in... Hell, I could see basically everything....
DISGUSTING....
Description
The halftime show aired on network television during the Fox Network's Super Bowl coverage was entirely inappropriate, indecent and borderline pornographic. The camera angles zooming in to singer Jennifer Lopez's almost bared crotch, the twerking, the nearly naked costumes were not suited for family viewing. It is well known that children watch the game with their parents.

Please review this performance and consider sanctions or fines for Fox Network. Protect vulnerable children from adult content!
Ticket: # 3798283 - Superbowl Halftime Show - Parental Advisory Should be Required

Date: 2/3/2020 3:59:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Rome, Georgia 30165

Description
I watched the halftime show with my 4 baby girls (ages 3, 7, 9, and 11) last night and look back now as one of the worst decisions I have made as a parent. As a #girldad I'm all about empowering women. However, last nights halftime show was not empowering but rather objectifying and in a way abusive to young minds. My 2 oldest girls, ages 9 and 11, were left confused and disgusted by the performance. My oldest even asked me to turn the channel as she was too uncomfortable with what she was seeing. I was left embarrassed and speechless.

At a minimum the NFL should be required to issue a parental advisory before exposing children to such crude, sexual, and disgusting content.
**Ticket: # 3798290 - Super Bowl Half time show**

**Date:** 2/3/2020 4:00:32 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Upland, California 91786

---

**Description**

I believe that the Half-time show featuring both JLo and Shakira was very offensive, especially with children watching. This type of show may be appropriate in Vegas, but the vulgar costumes and gratuitous crotch shots and disgusting “dancing” simulating sex acts should not be aired on prime time during Super Bowl. I am not a prude and don’t expect the singers to just stand there and sing, but these acts, while full of energy and some good singing, turned my stomach. I’m sure I am not alone in this.
Description
The super Bowl half time show was NOT appropriate for tv. It was practically a strip show with all the pelvic thrusts and stripper pole. What are you thinking letting that on the public airwaves?
Description
The Super Bowl halftime was nasty. If I still had children in the home, I would have turned off the tv until the game returned. It is billed as a family sports event, but the costumes and dancing were overtly hyper-sexual. I was offended and feel that an official censure and a hefty fine are the minimal responses expected.
Ticket: # 3798309 - Super Bowl half time fiasco

Date: 2/3/2020 4:02:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Bradley, West Virginia 25818
Company Complaining About: Sudden Link

Description
The way JLO was dressed (or undressed) and the way the camera focused on it was not suitable for a family viewing. My 13 year old granddaughter said it made her very uncomfortable. Was that the intent???
Ticket: # 3798313 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:03:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Sun City Center, Florida 33573

Description
The raunchy performance by the two female stars was offensive to anyone with reasonable standards of decorum and was totally unsuitable for children. The objectification of women is supposed to be rejected by our current culture, but you wouldn't know it from this obscene performance.
Ticket: # 3798325 - SB half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:04:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Hoover, Alabama 35226
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The cameras got WAY too close showing cleavage and butts. Not appropriate for "family friendly".
Ticket: # 3798352 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 4:07:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Kailua, Hawaii 96734

Description
My complaint has to do with the indecency of this year’s and multiple other year’s halftime nudity shows. I am a woman. I do not want to see women’s, like JLo’s bare ass or any other anatomy, close up on a stripper pole, at my nice Super Bowl party. Why show something only half the population of adults wants to see on TV!? And that’s not to mention what we know our kids are seeing on TV!? Do we have to start boycotting half time? I’m disgusted and disappointed in the lack of over sight on these performances and costumes. This needs to end!
Ticket: # 3798361 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:08:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Jasper, Alabama 35504

Description
I was shocked at the degrading, overly sexualized program that was presented at the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show! The game is no longer a family event! I will no longer watch!
Ticket: # 3798363 - 2020 Superbowl Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 4:08:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043

Description
Families watching the Superbowl together should not have to send their kids out of the room to avoid seeing pornographic strip club dancing and purposefully indecent camera angles on women's crotches. There's no way you can air something like this without a "TV Mature" warning.
Ticket: # 3798366 - NFL Superbowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:09:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44022
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
The NFL super bowl halftime performance by J-Lo and Shakira was not appropriate for children. Too sexualized, and the camera shots focused on the ladies crotch and back sides. JLo's performance in particular involve a stripper pole and backless pants. There were a number of children at our house watching the game oh, and numerous parents were upset.
Ticket: # 3798371 - 2020 Superbowl Halftime
Date: 2/3/2020 4:10:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043

Description
Families watching the Superbowl together should not have to send their kids out of the room to avoid seeing pornographic strip club dancing and purposefully indecent camera angles on women's crotches. There's no way you can air something like this without a "TV Mature" warning.
Ticket: # 3798385 - 2020 Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:12:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Southlake, Texas 76092

Description
The recent super bowl halftime show was shocking to see, was indecent and demeaning to women. Please do something to ensure that public tv stations cannot send programing into my house that is so sexually explicit that I must restrict viewing. We like to think of the super bowl as an activity in which a whole family can participate. Is it any wonder we have a child pornography and sex trafficking problem in this country? The fact that for part of the show young children were participating only made it worse. I used the time of 6:30 but the problem occurred throught the viewing window of the game including halftime due to the advertizing of the half time show
Ticket: # 3798386 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

**Date:** 2/3/2020 4:12:07 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Jacksonville Beach, Florida 32260  
**Company Complaining About:** AT&T

**Description**

JLO and Shakira are talented, beautiful women but the trend in the halftime show to objectify women, to be sexually provocative and suggestive is offensive, unnecessary and not okay!! Between the costumes, dance moves and video angles it should be rated XXX! Please reconsider and commit to family friendly (PG max) shows is the future!!
Description
The halftime show by Shakira and Jennifer Lopez was disgusting and steps should be taken to reprimand Fox so that future shows do not display such blatant sexual content during an ostensibly family-oriented program.

The show featured a striptease, belly-dancing in revealing clothing, both artists spreading their legs for the camera while wearing skimpy, sexually enticing clothing, pole-dancing reminiscent of a stripper bar, crotch grabbing, simulated sex, prominent shaking of buttocks, and more.

I was shocked and embarrassed that such a display would occur during the halftime show that I was watching with my 4-year old grandson.

I am asking you to please investigate this program and take steps to keep this type of programming out of our prime time hours. Thank you.
Ticket: # 3798405 - Offensive Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:14:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Marksville, Louisiana 71351

Description
I don't appreciate having to explain to my 6 year old daughter why there is a women pole dancing, exposing her ass cheeks, bending over for the entire world to see her thong, grabbing her crotch, and having several male dancers around her playing out an orgy. This was extremely vulgar performance to watch, and should never happen on live television.
Description
Pornographic. Should never be allowed on tv. Disgusting and degrading to all women. So wrong to have young boys watch this. Please fine the NFL.
Description
Surprised at the suggestive sexual performance of this year’s Super Bowl 2020 halftime entertainment. The costumes, the provocative dancing, and crotch grabbing is not necessary by performers who are very talented and outstanding. This is TV family time but you never would’ve known it from the halftime performance yesterday. Family standards are no longer being enforced??
Ticket: # 3798409 - Super Bowl Halftime Show Indecency
Date: 2/3/2020 4:15:08 PM
City/State/Zip: La Mesa, California 91942

Description
JLo’s performance and outfit for the show were indecent. Network should be fined substantially to discourage repeat performances.
Description
The Super Bowl halftime show on FOX on Feb 2, 2020 was completely inappropriate for television and showed exotic dancers in an overtly sexual fashion wearing nearly nothing.
Ticket: # 3798418 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:16:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Worthington, Ohio 43085

Description
Crotch shots I’m not appropriate for a halftime Super Bowl performance. Please review your rating system, to make it more family friendly I was very disappointed. They should’ve had a rating on it so Parents could make a valid decision. I have no problem with the two artists, I don’t believe some of it should’ve been allowed on TV.
Ticket: # 3798420 - NFL halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 4:17:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503

Description
The halftime show was indecent at best. Very inappropriate for a prime time family sports event. NFL and network should be severely fined.
Ticket: # 3798423 - SuperBowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:17:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Aledo, Illinois 61231
Company Complaining About: Roku/hulu

Description
Please fine the NFL and Fox for broadcasting a highly inappropriate halftime show. Scantily clad women dancing and cameras zoomed in to crotches surely is NOT acceptable to the FCC. If so, then porn should be on in the evening hours. I just can't believe this wasn't censored!
Ticket: # 3798429 - SUPER BOWL HALFTIME SHOW
Date: 2/3/2020 4:18:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Blanco, Texas 78606

Description
Why did fox show soft porn on tv the camra men were aiming at the rear ends of j lo and shakira with nothing but dental floss covering if u can call it that their M private parts idf you allow this than there is no reason left for you to need a job because you allow anything for kids to see!
Ticket: # 3798444 - Raunchy halftime show - Superbowl

Date: 2/3/2020 4:20:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Palm Harbor, Florida 34684

Description
The Jennifer Lopez / Shakira show contained sexual innuendo and visuals NOT appropriate for children.
Ticket: # 3798455 - NFL Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:21:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Georgetown, Texas 78633

Description
The NFL Super Bowl halftime was disgusting. It was totally inappropriate for family viewing. How raunchy does this have to get before the FCC gets involved.
Ticket: # 3798464 - Super bowl half time
Date: 2/3/2020 4:22:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Jamestown, Kansas 66948

Description
Half time show was way too much for all the children watching. Too much skin too much sexual dancing for all audiences. I would rate it R.
Ticket: # 3798467 - Indecency during family time television

Date: 2/3/2020 4:23:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Germantown, Tennessee 38138

Description
The Super Bowl half time show was incredibly inappropriate for 11 year old boys watching at my house. And apparently I'm not alone in this feeling as parents all over the country are complaining on social media about J Lo performance. This is supposed to be a family friendly event and instead included pole dancing and really bad strip routine, crotch grabbing, etc.
Ticket: # 3798476 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:24:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Gunnison, Colorado 81240

Description
The half time show was extremely graphic and completely unacceptable for kids and children to watch. Frankly it was disgusting and uncomfortable as if it was a strip club. Dissatisfied with This performance.
Ticket: # 3798479 - Superbowl halftime show 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 4:24:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Ball Ground, Georgia 30107

Description
The majority of the halftime show was indecent for network television. The NFL knows that children are watching the halftime show and still allowed women to dance around half naked and the cameramen could not stay away from televising the crotches of those women. CBS was fined for an indecent halftime show and so should FOX.
Ticket: # 3798480 - Super Bowl Half Time

Date: 2/3/2020 4:24:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Newton, Kansas 67114

Description
I found the super bowl half time show of 2020 to be highly inappropriate for family viewing hours! There were millions of children watching the super bowl and they should not be exposed to women dressed in hardly anything, girating all over he floor, grabbing their crotches, dancing on stripper poles and when J'Lo bent over at one point, you can see some kind of pad or panty showing and saw most of her bottom. We have young people that are watching that shouldn't have to be subjected to this. This was all very inappropriate for family viewing times.
Description
My husband and I were very disgusted with the "strip tease" show that went on at the half-time show for the Super Bowl. It was so inappropriate for the general audience who was watching the game - plus all of the children who watch the game with their families!!! They should strictly stick to a half-time show with musical bands who at least need to keep in mind the vast audience that they are playing to!!!
Description
The near constant video of Ms. Lopez's barely covered vagina and anus, as well as the deprived nature of the stripper over an orgy routine made my children, my wife, and myself question the moral message the NFL and Fox network are attempting to portray.
Ticket: # 3798506 - Offensive Horrid debauched halftime show of superbowl
Date: 2/3/2020 4:28:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Farmington, New Hampshire 03835

Description
The FCC still has rules about decency on network television between certain hours when children are watching. It is well established that children are watching during the Super Bowl. I had to send mine out of the room as soon as Jennifer Lopez took the stage in what looked like a two-sided thong and buttless chaps. The camerawork was outrageously gross, zooming in on Lopez's barely covered crotch, so close that the viewer could see some sort of silver maxi pad sticking out from either side of her way-too-small fraud of a garment. If that thing wasn't riding up between her front-hole lips, then my 60-inch HDTV television was lying to me, and HD never lies.

The last time a Super Bowl halftime show was this gross it cost CBS $550,000 for broadcasting Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake's ridiculous “wardrobe malfunction” stunt. In my opinion, this is just as bad. As the video above shows, at one point Lopez bends over and exposes her entire backside to the camera. The only thing separating her anus from the camera is a pair of sheer stockings and a black thong. This is not okay. What the hell is wrong with the NFL? I thought they were going to go more "family-friendly" after the Jackson-Timberlake fiasco? Also, the cameramen were focused on JLo's crotch for most of the performance. I can't in good conscience show more here than that clip above. If you want to see it go find it. But it's indecent and totally inappropriate for the Super Bowl halftime show.

Shakira was not as offensive, although the cameramen also could not stay away from her crotch. But at least she was wearing an imitation of a skirt and she wasn't on a stripper pole. Yep. JLo did a striptease pole dance while barely-dressed backup dancers simulated an orgy underneath her. It was disgusting.
Ticket: # 3798513 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:29:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Poughkeepsie, New York 12603

Description
Did not appreciate the show of rear ends of female performer and dancing on a pole. Not appropriate for young children watching.
Ticket: # 3798525 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:29:56 PM

City/State/Zip: Malaga, Washington 98828

Description
We were truly disgusted by the vulgarity and raciness of the Super Bowl halftime show of 2020. This event is televised and watched by families around the world and should be appropriate for all ages. Very disappointed in what it has become. Hoping next year’s show will be in better taste and appropriate for people and families of all ages.
Ticket: # 3798532 - Super Bowl Half Time

Date: 2/3/2020 4:30:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Paducah, Kentucky 42001

Description
The Super Bowl Halftime Show was too explicit for the children that were watching the game with their family. You have rules for this and they did not follow them.
Ticket: # 3798535 - Super Bowl 2020 Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:31:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Valparaiso, Indiana 46385-9242
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The Super Bowl 2020 halftime show was disgusting and completely inappropriate on every level. There should be stiff fines for everyone involved in allowing this disgusting display air. It was not appropriate for ANYONE to watch but especially children. Here is a link to someone who summed up my feelings perfectly! Shame on everyone who put this show together and allowed it to be aired. I'm just glad my husband does not watch the half time shows and left the room to check his emails.

Ticket: # 3798536 - Superbowl
Date: 2/3/2020 4:31:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Miami Beach, Florida 33139

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was Indecent. There are children watching and that content was far too sexual for children or decent folks to watch. This is supposed to be family entertainment.
Ticket: # 3798541 - Obscene Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:32:18 PM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92128

Description
How was the NFL, and the Fox network, allowed to broadcast the Super Bowl halftime show as it was? Did they not have a rehearsal, and were they not aware that it would be so raunchy? (Of course, they were!!) For a significant amount of time the cameramen were focused on Jennifer Lopez and Shakira's crotches. And having JLo bend over and expose her buttocks to the world, with only sheer stockings and thong preventing total nudity, was indecent.

I don't understand how the network was permitted to show that. If these women's fan-base want to see them pole dance and gyrate around in obscene movements, let them buy a ticket. It was totally inappropriate for the Super Bowl halftime show.

I thought these shows were going to be more family friendly after Janet Jackson's so called "wardrobe malfunction" a few years back.

These women are talented. They have great voices, and are good dancers, but I and my family should not have been subjected to their disgusting movements. And we should be able to expect better from a network that broadcast an entertainment show into millions of households.
Description
The half-time show was indecent to say the least. Camera angles on Shakira thrusting her pelvis. Jennifer Lopez's outfit that was mostly nude with some strategically place coverings with her dancing on a pole. There is a time and place for these women's performances, but a Superbowl half time show that is in prime time and many families are view is not! My 6 year old niece had to be sent out of the room.
Ticket: # 3798561 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:34:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Ball Ground, Georgia 30107

Description
Super Bowl Halftime Show was not kid or family friendly. Jennifer Lopez and other people on stage had very indecent sexual dancing. I'm so happy that our children were not in the room. We just cut off the TV and stopped watching the Super Bowl out of disgust.
Ticket: # 3798563 - NFL Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:34:28 PM

City/State/Zip: Green Valley, Arizona 85614

Description
Who allowed this sex show to air in prime time? It was revolting.
Ticket: # 3798578 - NFL halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:36:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Rochester, New York 14616
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
Extreme sexual behavior, barely dressed women, and raunchy camera angles of the female performers was more like a pornography scene than a show safe for families. This should never have been aired.
Ticket: # 3798581 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:36:57 PM
City/State/Zip: West Melbourne, Florida 32904

Description
The crotch shots of Jennifer Lopez and the assless pants were obscene.
Ticket: # 3798588 - Porn at half time
Date: 2/3/2020 4:38:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Madison, Georgia 30650

Description
Supposed to be a family half time- what we saw was straight porn. Where is the regulation for this? It was 8:30 and that is supposed to be family friendly time on TV.
Ticket: # 3798596 - Super Bowl Halftime "show"

Date: 2/3/2020 4:39:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Asheville, North Carolina 28804

Description
Disgusting. Both the halftime show and the lack of oversight by th FCC. We deserve better. Our children deserve better.
Ticket: # 3798603 - Super Bowl Halftime "show"

Date: 2/3/2020 4:39:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Asheville, North Carolina 28804

Description
Disgusting. Both the halftime show and the lack of oversight by th FCC. We deserve better. Our children deserve better.
Ticket: # 3798609 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:40:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Sandy, Utah 84070
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Super Bowl halftime show was absolutely disgusting and degrading to women. And on top of that to have young girls join the show after Jayla had pole danced & practically showed all of her genital area to the entire nation is disgusting. Women like J Lo and Shakira should be more mindful of their powerful influence upon the young women of our country and how they view themselves. I’m disgusted that national television would allow a performance of this sort during something that is viewed by families. No wonder people are moving away from regular TV to things like Netflix and Disney+ so we can actually choose to monitor what we see. This in my opinion was worse than Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake back in 2004.
Ticket: # 3798614 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:40:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Narvon, Pennsylvania 17555

Description
The halftime show with soft porn was an insult and an encouragement to sex trafficking. I would love to see clean family friendly shows on during halftime. If we want to end human trafficking then using sex to sell products or performances shouldn’t be allowed!
Ticket: # 3798615 - Super Bowl Half Time Show Jennifer Lopez

Date: 2/3/2020 4:41:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Fairless Hills, Pennsylvania 19030

Description
That show was a complete disgrace to this country as well as the Latino community. I had teenagers who left the room because they were disgusted. I have a young son that I had to make leave the room - and we wonder why we have teens addicted to pornography at such young ages. Football should be family friendly - especially the Super Bowl. I'm disgusted, my children were disgusted and someone needs to do something to ensure future shows are decent and do not contain such sexually explicit material. She was pole dancing and petting her croch for crying out loud. Who thought this was a good idea????
Ticket: # 3798631 - Super Bowl 54 Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 4:42:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Bridge City, Texas 77611-2452

Description
Last night's halftime performance by Jennifer Lopez and Shakira was grossly inappropriate. Displays of their crotches, pole dancing, butt flashes, and more was horrible. It was irresponsible for the network to allow that to be aired during a family event like the Super Bowl. I had children watching and we turned it off. I was disgusted by the lack of moral integrity.
Ticket: # 3798636 - Obscene Materials

Date: 2/3/2020 4:43:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Louis, Missouri 63131

Description
FOX publically broadcast obscene behavior during the Half-Time Show of the 2020 Super Bowl. I believe FOX should be sanctioned for doing so.
Ticket: # 3798645 - Superbowl Halftime "show"

Date: 2/3/2020 4:44:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Montevallo, Alabama 35115

Description
Straight up pornographic. Not acceptable viewing for young children.
Will not be watching again.
Ticket: # 3798651 - Superbowl halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 4:45:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Glen Rose, Texas 76043

Description
If I want to see vulgar, obscene and totally inappropriate sexual content I will choose a different venue. Not the Superbowl halftime show where millions of people and countless youngsters are exposed to this trash. Where are the standards of decency anymore FCC? Are you doing anything about the NFL and the trash we have to put up with every Superbowl??
Ticket: # 3798653 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:45:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Gig Harbor, Washington 98332

Description
Stripper poles, micro thongs, crotch camera angles, bare buttocks, and then bringing out children to sing with them? Completely inappropriate. They should be fined to show they went too far.
Ticket: # 3798658 - Lude acts and partial nudity during primetime

Date: 2/3/2020 4:45:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Troy, Ohio 45373

Description
During the recent halftime show at the Super Bowl, here are some highlights; The cameramen were focused on JLo's (and Shakira's) crotch for most of the performance. At one point Lopez bends over and exposes her entire backside to the camera. The only thing separating her anus from the camera is a pair of sheer stockings and a black thong. Just when you didn't think she could expose any more of her skin, off came half of her costume! Pole dancing and orgy simulation during a highly family watched program is unacceptable.
Ticket: # 3798663 - SuperBowl Halftime Show 2020

Date: 2/3/2020 4:45:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Warrior, Alabama 35180

Description
I found the halftime show downright raunchy. Crotch shots of barely covered crotches, basically a strip tease, objectifying women and involving CHILDREN. Disgusting. Is soft porn ok for prime time network television now??
Ticket: # 3798666 - Superbowl Halftime Indecency

Date: 2/3/2020 4:46:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Chesterton, Indiana 46304

Description
The halftime show at the Superbowl, a family program included the following:

Barely clothed dancers, simulated orgy beneath stripper pole dancers, repeated close up crotch shots with hands holding pubis and below, and simulated sex acts.

The FCC cannot possibly believe this is appropriate for family television. It must be fined or otherwise punished so as to discourage any worsening of decency.
Description
NOT FAMILY ORIENTED! ASS SHAKEN AND VULGAR COSTUMES NOT GOOD FOR YOUTH TO VIEW! How could you have stooped so low! No class! Only place that might belong was a strip joint! Last time I will watch! I know there is real talent out there. Proper attire please! Just sick of degrading stuff being shown to our youth. I'm a retired dancer but would never wear crap like that infront of a family show. Get your morals back on!!
Ticket: # 3798670 - Super Bowl Half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:46:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Zionsville, Indiana 46077

Description
I felt that the Super Bowl half time show was inappropriate for families.
Ticket: # 3798678 - Super Bowl Half Time Porn Show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:47:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Shawnee, Kansas 66216

Description
The Super Bowl half time show meets every description of indecent there is. It was nothing less than pornographic and exploited women. They should be SERIOUSLY fined and apologize to all the families who tried to watch the SuperBowl with their children.
Ticket: # 3798684 - Superbowl Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 4:49:21 PM

City/State/Zip: Center Point, Louisiana 71323

Description
She was with her grandkids during the Superbowl last evening. The show was soft porn, vulgar and obscene. This was not appropriate and not for families with children. This used to be a family function and now she will have to censor.  ***CTR 381-Phone***
Ticket: # 3798701 - despicable Super Bowl half-time show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:52:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Tulsa, Oklahoma 74137

Description
I want to report inappropriate behavior yesterday during the half-time "show" at the Super Bowl. This was beyond inappropriate and degrading to women everywhere. The level of nudity was wrong and the sexual use of women's bodies was awful. If this is allowed in the future, there should be a warning required like other instances on TV.
Ticket: # 3798704 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:52:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The super bowl half time show was atrocious and should never have been allowed to air. It should have been rated R!
Ticket: # 3798705 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:53:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Waukesha, Wisconsin 53186

Description
I found the performance of the Super Bowl halftime show disgusting. There are children in that stadium and in homes watching this unless their parents had the good sense to get them out of the room. This again should have never taken place but it did. What's the matter with the NFL! What was seen by kids can't be taken back! I want to see the NFL fined ten times as much as when the Jackson/Timberlake disgusting show happened. This has to stop before we have men and women stripping on stage or having sex to shock the viewer! If they want to do this its a free country but NOT IN FRONT OF OUR CHILDREN!
A disgusting spectacle was on display during the halftime show of the Super Bowl yesterday and I'm sickened by the idea that this was broadcast into so many homes in America and possibly around the world. Selling sex seems to be the job nowadays, despite human trafficking and the Me Too movement. Shame on Fox
Ticket: # 3798730 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:55:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Denver, North Carolina 28037

Description
Writing today to complain about the overt sexual nature of the Super Bowl Halftime show with Jennifer Lopez. Her costume was barely there...the act included a stripper pole and dancers gyrating underneath her. It was hardly appropriate for a family event like a football game. It would be one thing if I bought a ticket to a J Lo concert. At least then I would know what I was getting and what I could expect. In my opinion, the NFL and FOX should be fined significantly for violating basic decency standards for a television broadcast during prime time. It's not as if this was aired at 3AM.
Ticket: # 3798747 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 4:58:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Indian Land, South Carolina 29707-9012

Description
Why are we showing pornstyle dancing during prime time? This is family time. Our children are being bombarded with porn, as if it is normal. This is SAD.
Ticket: # 3798751 - Porn for Superbowl Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 4:58:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Highland, Utah 84003

Description
The Superbowl airs during protected family TV watching time. The sexually explicit porn explosion on stage for the 2020 halftime show was obscene. In no way did it "empower" women, but instead quite the reverse. It portrayed that women were not admired or hired for their vocal talents, but merely for their bodies and sexual exploits. We turned the TV off. It clearly violated the promised protected viewing rights.
Ticket: # 3798757 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 4:58:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Norman, Oklahoma 73069

Description
I found the halftime show of the superbowl, featuring Jennifer Lopez and Shakira, to be vulgar and offensive. The actions of these singer/dancers, including crotch grabbing, simulated sex between Lopez and a male performer, the "in your face" buttocks displays, were all vulgar and completely inappropriate for a family audience where children are watching. The NFL and Fox should be accountable.
Ticket: # 3798773 - Lewd Halftime Show on NFL Super Bowl 2/2/2020
Date: 2/3/2020 5:01:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Description
This "pole-dancing" show, with Jennifer Lopez's hands in her crotch, was akin to what might be seen in a strip club. It was sexually explicit, with everything but the sex act taking place. All this was during a game which is viewed by children and women. It was EXTREMELY offensive to me and my family. Together, those who object will boycott Pepsi and the NFL if this is acceptable entertainment for their games. All entertainment during a game which is viewed by women and children should consist of singing/dancing/other entertainment that does NOT involve semi-naked women and body undulations designed to elicit sexual arousal.
Ticket: # 3798776 - Superbowl Halftime Show Indecent and Inappropriate for Primetime Audience

Date: 2/3/2020 5:01:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Tennessee 37172

Description
The Superbowl halftime show included over-sexualized outfits, with camera shots that zoomed into the performers' not-so-covered crotch and anus, as well as a stripper pole dance. This is wholly indecent and inappropriate for a supposedly family-friendly show with a very young audience known to be watching. Please investigate and punish appropriately.
Ticket: # 3798784 - Super bowl half time

Date: 2/3/2020 5:03:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Pleasanton, California 94566
Company Complaining About: Hulu

Description
Watching game with family and grandkids. Half time comes on. WHAT THE HECK!!! If the game is rated G or FAMILY FRIENDLY, then the half time show should be also. I like both singers, but their act was rated ADULT MALES only
Please please change the policy, if there is a policy, to have all content the same viewing rated
Ticket: # 3798819 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:07:35 PM
City/State/Zip: San Lorenzo, California 94580

Description
A sexually charged show was performed by those chosen to entertain the crowd and America. I had to turn off the program because there was no warning given and it was inappropriate for the audience viewing.
Ticket: # 3798837 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:10:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Company Complaining About: Fox And Pepsi

Description
Shame on the producers. Let’s look to the Olympics and what they do for entertainment instead of the raunchy trash, degrading women garbage that was presented last night. to
Ticket: # 3798850 - SuperBowl 2020 Half-time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:13:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Kilgore, Texas 75662

Description
Since when was a stripper considered acceptable for children to watch? I had to send my daughter out of the room before she saw too much because no 4 year old should EVER replicate what Lopez was doing on that stage. If you want to go to an establishment that is 18 & up to see that, then go for it. But to be broadcast across the nation was absolutely abhorrent.
Ticket: # 3798862 - Halftime show at superbowl

Date: 2/3/2020 5:15:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Auburn, Kansas 66402
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
How in the world do you mix football (family) tv with sex! Children watch football. Men can go pay for their peep shows. Good grief! You allowed an amazing game to have a disgusting halftime. Just give us good singer, stop making it about sex.
Description
I file a complaint regarding the broadcast of the Super Bowl LIV halftime show, sponsored by Pepsi. This was degrading to women, and antithetical to the anti sex trafficking partnership the NFL is supposedly putting forward. What a joke. The show exhibited sexually tinged dancing that went overboard in terms of taste and artistry. It was antithetical to engendering respect for women and the issues they face with sexual battery, rape, and trafficking.
Ticket: #3798882 - NFL Super bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 5:18:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Broken Arrow, Oklahoma 74012

Description
The halftime show was pornography and was an embarrassment to women everywhere who are trying to do something meaningful. My family could not watch the show and had to turn it completely off for the 30 minutes they were accosting my television set. We should be protected from this. Please do your job. is the true
Ticket: # 3798901 - Superbowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:20:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Daphne, Alabama 36526

Description
Had to make my kids leave the room during the halftime stripper show. Unreal!
Description
The halftime show was extremely sexual almost from start to finish. This was allowed despite knowing millions of young children were watching. The women were barely clothed. This is nothing but softcore porn.
Description
The Super Bowl halftime show consisted of pornographic dancing on the stripper pole was barely covered women gyrating sexual movements and was not appropriate for children. How can we fight sex trafficking at the Super Bowl and at the same time put on shows like that?
Ticket: # 3798945 - Superbowl Halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 5:25:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Clinton Township, Michigan 48035

Description
I was absolutely appalled that the NFL and Fox aired Jennifer Lopez’s halftime show. Her outfit was way to revealing and she was performing on a stripper pole!!! To make the dance, her outfit and her performance even worse, and the camera crew kept zooming in and out on her private parts. This football game is a family friendly game. It is abhorrent that this was allowed for children to see. A message must be sent to the NFL and FOX that this cannot happen again, however, a fine was assessed after Janet Jackson/Justin Timberlake boob debacle a massive fine assessed and yet here we are again with a raunchy, poor taste, sued
Ticket: # 3798948 - Half Time Show for the Super Bowl 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 5:25:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Kevil, Kentucky 42053

Description
The Half Time Show for the Super Bowl 2020 was lewd and indecent. It was more like what I would think goes on at a strip club only on a larger scale. The costumes were scanty and indecent. There were sexually charged gyrations. There was crotch grabbing and a lot of camera shots showing almost naked rear ends and direct crotch shots. I found it extremely offensive and inappropriate for television viewing let alone during a family type event in which families are watching the game together. I can't call it porn because I didn't see any actual sex acts, but it was pretty close to it...way more than what I would call soft porn. What's done is done, but shows like this should not be allowed again, and Pepsi and Fox should be fined for breaking FCC rules for indecency. To be completely honest, I didn't actually watch the Half Time Show because we were on our way home from church services at that time, but when I read a couple of things this morning about the controversy over the show, I went to YouTube to see what was so bad. It was even worse than I expected. I couldn't even watch the whole thing. The part I saw was embarrassing to me, and I can't imagine why it was allowed to be on TV.
Ticket: # 3798959 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:28:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Parma, Ohio 44134

Description
Obscene and indecent content was displayed during the halftime show. This content was not appropriate for children and I was very disappointed to see it at a time when family friendly content should have been on display. This was on Fox 8 in Cleveland at approximately 8:15pm EST.
Ticket: # 3798973 - Indecent Half-Time Act

Date: 2/3/2020 5:31:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Homosassa, Florida 34448

Description
The half-time act at this year’s Superbowl was beyond indecent. It is hard to believe that trash like this is broadcast to young folks who have no ability to process these sexual images. The stripper pole, crotch grabbing, suggestive tongue wagging, twerking indecent dancing ...the whole thing. These acts were rehearsed so there can be no excuse.
Ticket: # 3798983 - Complaint about Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:32:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043

Description
I was completely appalled by the Super Bowl half-time show. Children were watching (ages 3, 6, 9, and 13) and were sent out of the room for the indecency. It was during prohibited hours for such content. Jennifer Lopez doing a strip tease on a pole wearing next-to-nothing, with camera angles showing her crotch and dancers dancing like an orgy. It was disrespectful, disgusting, indecent, offensive, and depicted sexual conduct that was patentl
Description
The Half Time show during the Super Bowl on 2/2/2020 was absolute filth. The Super Bowl is supposed to be a family friendly program, however, many commercials are questionable and their Half Time Show went beyond the realm of decency. Pole dancing, crotch grabbing, behind shaking, "microphone" that looked like a sex toy; that program was NOT appropriate for anyone, let alone children under 18 years of age.
Description
The 2020 super bowl halftime show was extremely offensive! Pole dancing...and then children singing on stage? The singers flashing their nearly bare private parts...who thought this was OK? What an awful and disgraceful message sent to our children.
The performances were pornographic. Highly inappropriate in every way. So disappointed in the network, the sponsors, and the performers themselves. Makes this yearly tradition NOT family friendly, to say the least.
Ticket: # 3799012 - Superbowl Halftime show 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 5:38:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Folsom, California 95630
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
For the record, the Super Bowl halftime show was 2 sexual in nature for a family show. The women were dressed as strippers basically doing there exercises on stripper poles. And most disgusting was the crotch shots and grabbing their crotches. Disgusting! This is still America do we have values any more! I'm very disappointed that my family was subjected to that Joe of feminism at its lowest. No wonder men have a hard time keeping their hands off and going further. Women can't have it both ways and this glamorizing of sexuality is disturbing.  [b] (6) citizen of the United States of America. When you don't know that
Ticket: # 3799016 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 5:39:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Leitchfield, Indiana 46112

Description
The Super Bowl aired at 5:30 my time and 3:30 on the west coast. I have looked and looked today for parental content rating for sports games and I cannot find anything. Why are they not rated? Children and church groups who always watch the SuperBowl were subjected to Jennifer Lopez almost completely nude, spread eagled on a stripper pole. Please tell me why the lude outfits and dancing of halftime performers and cheerleaders does not require any type of parental TV-MA rating where the content is known to parents before watching a game. This breaks all the rules
Ticket: # 3799027 - Super bowl halftime Disgusting Show
Date: 2/3/2020 5:40:32 PM
City/State/Zip: North Las Vegas, Nevada 89081

Description
During a time when we are trying to stop Sex Trafficking and prevent Rapes why are we showing children women who are scantily clad during the half time show? Why was the cameraman so obsessed with showing us Jlo’s crotch and anus? Why are we showing our children a stripper pole dance? Is your network encouraging more rapes and sexual assaults? Disgusting display of sex on tv. There wasn't even a parental warning.
picture

Ticket: # 3799035 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 5:41:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Omaha, Nebraska 68114

Description
The halftime show of near naked performers and disgusting dance moves, as well as cameramen focusing on the performers crotch was outrageous! If the network was fined after Janet Jackson's stunt, they ABSOLUTELY should be fined for this! Stripper pole at 7:00pm? REALLY?
Ticket: # 3799037 - Super Bowl half-time show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:41:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Ashland, Kentucky 41101

Description
This show was porn. The NFL and Fox should be fined for this, future productions need stringent prior viewing for suitability and obviously some censorship. If the show is going to simulate the worst of Roman Empire obscenities, the game needs to moved to late night and on PPV
Ticket: # 3799042 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:42:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Evart, Michigan 49631
Company Complaining About: Fox Network

Description
Broadcast on Fox networks on 2/2/2019, I found the superbowl halftime show to be particularly offensive and indecent. The show featured barely-clothed performers simulating sexual motions and engaging in a simulated on-screen orgy. The superbowl is historically viewed by children and families. FCC rules for prohibited content include specific time frames to avoid children viewing sexually suggestive or explicit material. This show has violated the FCC's rules, and the network should be held accountable for broadcasting this indecent content.
Ticket: # 3799043 - child grooming for sexual exploitation

Date: 2/3/2020 5:42:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Pensacola, Florida 32507

Description
the half time showed semi nude old women dancing w young girls..
Ticket: # 3799051 - Indecent Exposure
Date: 2/3/2020 5:43:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Sequim, Washington 98382

Description
The half time show at the superbowl was absolutely putrid. I demand FOX be fined for each account of indecent exposure by Shakira and J. Lopez.
Ticket: # 3799056 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:44:38 PM

City/State/Zip: Wayzata, Minnesota 55391

Company Complaining About: Fox

Description
Excessive sexuality expressed though sexual movement, gyrations, pole dancing are not acceptable for those who like myself, are offended by this gross expression of artistic freedom. This is in my opinion: A) not appropriate for children and 2) Personally offended for this type of adult entertainment streaming into my home on public airwaves. This is the basis of my complaint today.
Description
The NFL and Fox should be fined heavily for the disgusting halftime show in Sunday's Superbowl. Jennifer Lopez doing a stripper routine, on a pole yet, while "clothed" in a barely concealing thong and butt-revealing chaps was not the family friendly show I thought we were supposed to be getting since the Justin Timberlake/Janet Jackson debacle 16 years ago. If we can't expect the networks and the NFL to do a better job than this perverted simulated orgy, then can we expect your agency to make it more painful economically for them when they do flaunt morality so excessively? And what's the message for women here - act and dress like a whore, dance like a stripper, and when men stare at your crotch they can be accused of sexual abuse and virtual rape? This is so over the top wrong on so many levels it can't go unpunished. Please.
I don't believe that close up crotch shots are appropriate viewing for a family show. Instead of seeing a show that featured two talented and successful woman highlighting their talent, we saw, through poor choice of costumes and camera angles, a show better suited for a "gentleman's club". This isn't art, it borders on or is outright pornography.
Ticket: # 3799096 - Vulgar Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 5:51:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Hagerstown, Maryland 21740

Description
Please, please, please stop the pornography!! My entire family was repulsed and had to turn off the television during the Super Bow halftime show. This is to be a fun family event!!!! There was NOTHING FAMILY FRIENDLY about it. The network and NFL should be ashamed. Just stop pushing sex on our children - keep halftime decent.
Ticket: # 3799097 - 2020 Super Bowl Half Time Show was offensive and pornographic

Date: 2/3/2020 5:51:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30342

Description
Inappropriate for the diverse viewing audience, including children.
Excessive sexual content and exploitive representation of women was troubling.
FOX should be ashamed and be called to account.
Ticket: # 3799117 - Super Bowl pole dancing
Date: 2/3/2020 5:55:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Universal City, Texas 78148

Description
My children were exposed to a sex show during the Super Bowl. Stop televising strippers on a pole when my children are watching!
Ticket: # 3799121 - INAPPROPRIATENESS OF SUPER BOWL HALFTIME SHOW (2020)
Date: 2/3/2020 5:55:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Malaga, Washington 98828
Company Complaining About: Cbs & Nfl

Description
The slow, deliberate strip show was highly offensive, disgusting and most of all, inappropriate for Family viewing. CBS & the NFL should be sent a clear message, including a huge fine, that this kind of inappropriate 'trashy' material should not be a part of Prime Time Family viewing!
Ticket: # 3799126 - Super Bowl

Date: 2/3/2020 5:55:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Avon, Indiana 46123

Description
Need to improve standards when vetting half-time entertainment. No pole dancing, no nudity, no crotch grabbing, no indecent costumes. Just good music. Could be inspirational or uplifting or even patriotic.
Ticket: # 3799134 - Jennifer Lopez’ halftime show  
Date: 2/3/2020 5:57:02 PM  
City/State/Zip: Blaine, Washington 98230  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Jennifer Lopez’ performance yesterday was not family friendly. It was raunchy and borderline pornographic. Her choice of wardrobe, for herself and backup dancers, as well as her dance moves were unacceptable for a show advertised as family friendly. A rock and roll show would have been more fun and kept the momentum going.
Ticket: # 3799152 - Super Bowl Halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:00:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Strongsville, Ohio 44136

Description
The half time show, aired during prime time when children are watching, was a disgusting display of a soft porn strip club show. The gyrating with the butt and crotch shots was borderline pornographic and 100% offensive. Both Fox and the NFL should be admonished and fined.
Ticket: # 3799153 - 2020 Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:00:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Broken Arrow, Oklahoma 74014

Description
The show was totally disgusting & certainly not for family entertainment. With the serious issues we have with sex trafficking I just cannot anyone would this this is appropriate. It was demeaning to women.
Ticket: # 3799166 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:02:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15241

Description
Inappropriate sexual implications during the Super Bowl Halftime show, not appropriate for family viewing. This was not on a pay Cable channel or late at night, but during a sporting event which families watch together. Sexual pole dancing, simulated sex acts, crotch grabbing, squatting with legs wide open and minimal clothing...none of this was comfortable for me to watch as an adult, let alone having my children see. Your guidelines state that scenes such as this are to be viewed only after 10pm to protect what our children are seeing, and this sporting event halftime program clearly violated this guideline. Please return decency to the halftime show again, or edit what is televised.
Description
This performance was completely inappropriate for the audience. The sexual content was not at "family friendly." Children viewing this program (including my own!) with their families have now been exposed to material that is pornographic. Pepsi and the NFL should not have been allowed to broadcast this filth, and should be fined accordingly with the intent that this will not happen again in coming years.
Ticket: # 3799178 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:03:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Ripley, Mississippi 38663

Description
I am so very disappointed in the trashy, raunchy and tasteless show that took place during the 2020 Superbowl half time show. It was a disgrace. This use to be a family event for us and yet, now there are scantily clad older women (not that age matters) giratting all over the stage and making vulger gestures. Unfortunately, my children were not allowed to watch this and as we had to make them go into the other room. Why also were they signing in a language that is not native to the majority of veiwers in AMERICA. We were so disappointed and believe your leadership in this agency should be called into question to allow this. I firmly believe a decent show that is family friendly could be put in place of all that nonsense. What we allow, we accept. America is a great nation but we can do better than this. Please consider truly regulating television again. Thank you for your consideration.
Ticket: # 3799186 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:04:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Eloy, Arizona 85131

Description
It was porn viewing, stripper plows and clothing that was not really covering anything, also the camera getting close up crotch shots.
Do not have this stuff on during family shows.
Ticket: # 3799207 - Jennifer Lopez and Shakira's performance at the big game half time show.
Date: 2/3/2020 6:07:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Chandler, Arizona 85248

**Description**
RE Jennifer Lopez and Shakira's performance at the big game half time show: I thought it was not appropriate at the time it was being broadcast for me in Arizona.
Ticket: # 3799209 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:07:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043

Description
It is my understanding that there are rules about what can be shown on television on major networks during hours children are watching. Therefore it is with dismay that I saw the content of the Super Bowl halftime show during a purportedly family friendly event in daytime hours, where what amounted to a strip club show with extremely provocative dancing, bare naked performers, and up close shots of private areas. My children were confused and disturbed and we had to turn off the channel to protect them from adult, overtly sexual imagery. The FCC should conform to their own rules about decency.
Description
The costuming and provocative moves by Shakira and JLo were in very poor taste for a prime-time audience that would have included several children.
Ticket: # 3799217 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:08:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Burlington, North Carolina 27215

Description
Extremely inappropriate and raunchy for a halftime show where children would be watching. Acts included:
1. exposing practically naked backside (looked like thong with leather straps in place?? and crotch area in the camera while gyrating in a sexual manner. This went on for quite some time of the performance.
2. coming down a stripper's pole doing a striptease practically naked, hardly anything on clothes-wise, same with the dancers depicting an orgy-type of activity. It was disgusting!!
The message to our young girls is simple here, it's okay and actually encouraged to act like a prostitute and stripper, be a sex object for this is what will empower you. I'm so tired of the mixed messages we give to our young girls and boys and this show did nothing but confuse and corrupt their innocence! Please do something so this stops happening. This should be off the table especially for the Superbowl. If they want to act this way, keep it in their R rated movies where only 17 years old can go.
Ticket: # 3799223 - super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:08:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85746

Description
I am totally appalled that the show that was on during the Super Bowl last night was allowed to be shown during a family tv time, it was vulgar and certainly did nothing but portray women as sex objects. Cant you please see to it that when everyone is gathered around the tv we aren't watching trash as entertainment?
Ticket: # 3799227 - Super Bowl 2020 Half Time performance upsetting.
Date: 2/3/2020 6:09:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Webb City, Missouri 64870

Description
Jennifer Lopez went way too far during her half time fortification show!
Not for family TV not for children in the audience maybe some people would just like to watch football and not see gyrating thighs or crutches or anal shots.
What's happened to TV?

Thank you.
Ticket: # 3799230 - Super-Bowl Half-Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:10:10 PM
City/State/Zip: San Pedro, California 90731

Description
That was an X-rated type of display. Not anywhere close to acceptable for children (or anyone else innocently watching TV really). The network should be heavily fined for this.
Ticket: # 3799251 - Half-time "Entertainment" at the LIV Super Bowl

Date: 2/3/2020 6:15:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Spokane Valley, Washington 99206

Description
The disgust level I am feeling right now cannot be measured on any scale. The FCC and Fox MUST act quickly to remedy this act of violence against women. As a woman of 60+ years, I find this kind of despicable and grotesque display totally unwarranted on Prime Time television. To think of all the young, impressionable minds that watched that display of vulgarity last night makes me shudder. And the entertainer known as "JLo" had the audacity to allow her 11 year old daughter to participate in this blatant nudity and discrimination of women and young ladies all over the world. America is still a Christian nation, and as a Christian, I find this kind of programming absolutely offensive and it should be rebuked and fined! A message must be sent to stations like Fox that on one hand we have millions of women being trafficked and abused, and on the other hand we have women like these, claiming to be "feminists" and prancing about like whores and they wonder why so many women are abused and raped and trafficked in this country alone. Do your job FCC, censure and fine Fox for this vile display of what they call "entertainment". I know I am not alone!
Ticket: # 3799259 - Indecency

Date: 2/3/2020 6:15:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Eynon, Pennsylvania 18403

Description
The super bowl half time show was a deliberate (because it was planned far in advance) showing of inappropriate sexual innuendos and partial nudity. This should never have be aired at this time of day.
Ticket: # 3799261 - VAGINA

Date: 2/3/2020 6:15:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Venice, California 90291

Description
That's the essence of the halftime entertainment. Pole dancing, crotch fanning and ass spreading for the fans. I suppose this sort of thing will be spun as somehow 'empowering' but one must wonder to what end?
Ticket: # 3799263 - Gross inappropriate attire and dancing

Date: 2/3/2020 6:16:19 PM
City/State/Zip: San Leandro, California 94578

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was inappropriate for all audiences. There were stripper poles and dancers dancing in them. Sexual dance moves, and clothing being stripped off constantly. The performers were left with mere sequins covering their lady parts. This is unacceptable for the audience.
Ticket: # 3799270 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:17:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Hot Springs, Arkansas 71913

Description
Guess the #metoo movement means nothing to rich people only wanting to get richer. Disgusting halftime show.
Ticket: # 3799277 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:18:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Rocklin, California 95865
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
The Super Bowl is a family friendly show, with many children in the audience. I am completely appalled at what was “on display” during the halftime show yesterday. Simulated sex and quasi nudity is all I saw. The singing talents of these ladies were dimly lit by the crude and nasty distractions. I was completely embarrassed for my children and turned the television off. The NFL should be ashamed of themselves for allowing this.
Ticket: # 3799278 - Super Bowl stripper show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:18:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Spokane, Missouri 65754

Description
I know Miami is well known for it's strip clubs and pole dancers- but is that really an appropriate message for kids in the "Me-too" era. What hypocrisy, and I'll bet the FCC cowards will look the other way, or give a mild wrist slap.
Ticket: # 3799280 - NFL half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:19:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Central, South Carolina 29630

Description
It was the most offensive thing I have ever seen on regular TV! I do not feel empowered as a woman. The worst part is all of our children were in the room! I felt like someone had turned off the game and put on a porno. Shameful and disgusting!
Ticket: # 3799282 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:19:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Bixby, Oklahoma 74008
Company Complaining About: Super Bowl

Description
FCC you should be ashamed allowing this halftime show.. this stripper pole and crotch closeups... menbin bondage straps... the entire Jlo act was obscene!! The Super Bowl should have known better as well!
Ticket: # 3799284 - Super bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:19:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Orem, Utah 84058-7828
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The show was obscene, eas not appropriate for anyone but the most vulgar to see. It was R rated and should not be shown so children can see. Any woman should have seen it as degrading to them. The NFL has no moral compass and should be banded from television.
Ticket: # 3799287 - 2020 super bowl halftime
Date: 2/3/2020 6:19:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Robinson, Texas 76706

Description
this display of soft porn is not suitable for viewing by children. the close up shots of the performer anatomy was unsuitable. i was trying to watch a football game.
Ticket: # 3799292 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 6:20:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85730

Description
Fox should be fined heavily for the disgustingy vulgar halftime show. This was in prime time with children watching.
Ticket: # 3799297 - Superbowl halftime show - stripper poles, sexualized performance inappropriate for family audience

Date: 2/3/2020 6:21:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Santa Clara, California 95050

Description
I'm not a prude or a bible thumper, but Jennifer Lopez's Superbowl half-time show should have been in a sleazy bar instead of on TV. It was completely inappropriate for a program where children are present. JLo started out in a black leather thong, then twerked her almost bare butt at the cameras. Later came the stripper poles and more crotch shots. It was much more offensive than Janet Jackson's wardrobe malfunction. Fox and the NFL should be sanctioned.
Ticket: # 3799301 - Superbowl Half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:22:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Temecula, California 92591

Description
This show was filthy, vulgar, trashy!!! It sexually exploits women and put x rated seductive sexual moves in our faces. We should be able to watch a family sport without making it about sex!!! For Gods sake
Ticket: # 3799314 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:23:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77027

Description
The Super Bowl Halftime show on 2/2/2020 was pornographic. It was a striptease with a focus on two women's crotches and entirely inappropriate for a family show. I think the show approached a criminal violation in the third segment when young girls in short white dresses were brought onto the stage where pornography was taking place. I don't believe any strip club in the nation would be allowed to put children on the stage. I think it was a criminal act and should be investigated.
Description
The show was not family-friendly with the amount of near nudity and sexual innuendoes that the dancing entailed. This show is not a late hour and the camera work was explicate in promoting the obscenity shown. This program has become a serial offender and should be severely punished.
Description
The Super Bowl halftime show starring Shakira and JLo was indecent and completely inappropriate.
Description
The half time show on Superbowl Sunday, with Jennifer Lopez on a stripper pole, in two outfits that no child should have seen and with cameras pointed at her crotch and rear end constantly were obscene and should have been X-rated TV viewing. I was appalled and if I had children in the room, I would have made them leave. I was quite offended when the camera repeatedly showed her crotch and rear end in extremely provocative gyrations. Who reviewed her costumes and this show for prime time family viewing? This show was for a strip club not a family show. Lopez knew her costume was inappropriate because she covered up when the children, including her daughter, came on stage, so this alone, should result in action by the Commission. Shakira's outfit was not much better, hardly covering her. Fox News should be heavily fined for this soft-porn display and there should be some standards put in place. I read the FCC's determination following the Janet Jackson fiasco. The commission determined at that time: "...the halftime show is patently offensive as measured by contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium." Although that determination was made based on Jackson's partial nudity, Lopez's outfits, which suggested she was mostly nude and a stripper on a pole, coupled with her overtly and improper sexualized performance was "patently offensive" given community standards. DO SOMETHING. I don't need to add the file of the half time show. It's readily available on Fox News, as if they are proud of it. They must be channeling Roger Ailes. Think what normalizing this type of behavior does to young children - this is not right.
Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was nothing less than pornographic. Families are watching this together. This should never be allowed on television at all, but especially not during a time when families are watching. There needs to be stronger and stricter regulations and heavy fines and loss of future licensing for those who break those regulations.
Ticket: # 3799371 - Half time show

**Date:** 2/3/2020 6:31:51 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Reno, Nevada 89508

---

**Description**

The Super Bowl is watched by millions of families and the half-time show was repulsive. Why not let marching bands perform or children’s choirs without all the bumping, grinding, crotch grabbing, pole dancing filth? The producers should be fined for last nights performance. Who decides who gets to perform and what are the rules the performers are supposed to follow?
Ticket: # 3799377 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:32:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Austin, Tennessee 78745

Description
That should have been R rated. There should have been a warning. That was gross, inappropriate, and almost pornographic. Please do a better job of protecting us from that trash. Many of us were watching this with children of varying ages. Please do better!
Ticket: # 3799382 - Superbowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:33:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Deer Park, Washington 99006

Description
I thought it was disgusting when a 50 year old woman ripped off her skirt to show a dental floss sized strap to cover her vagina. Then the camera people zoomed in on it for the entire show. If that isn't enough she proceeded to hump a stripper pole while dancers had an ogry under her. I had to send my kids out of the room. It's been a full day and I'm still grossed out. I don't want my daughter to think it's ok to show your crotch and shove it in everyone's face. You would think a woman in her 50's would know better and show some class. I really hope something is done about this. Millions of young children watched that and think because it's on tv it might be ok. When it isn't.
Ticket: # 3799383 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:33:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Evans, Georgia 30809

Description
Jennifer Lopez' entire performance was XX-rated. No way that her outfit - emphasis on her crotch area - - the constant closeups on her crotch or behind, and her dance can be considered acceptable for prime time hours when kids are watching.
Description
I was shocked at the pornographic images throughout the Superbowl 2020 half time show. With grandmom, my children and husband watching--this performance was not at all family friendly and promoted women as nothing more than sexual objects to be gawked at. The NFL and network ought to be ashamed for allowing this type of show to invade the homes of many who try to promote the value and dignity of woman--especially in lieu of the "Me T00" movement and sex trafficking issues plaguing our society. It is the responsibility of all those in charge to ask themselves if a performance actually promotes the value of women apart from sexual objects or if it ultimately gives a nod to exploiting them . This show was not fit for family television--bad role model for our sons and daughters--only contributing to woman being seen as sexual objects--nothing else.
Ticket: # 3799388 - NFL Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 6:33:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Buffalo, Minnesota 55313

Description
I Was depeely offended by what My family was exposed to during the Super Bowl halftime. If my 16 yr old son can’t walk in to a strip tease bar he shouldn’t be exposed to similar scenes in his own home because he wants to watch a football game enough is enough!
Ticket: # 3799390 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:33:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80922

Description
Jennifer Lopez was completely inappropriate. Camera shots of her crotch and buttocks are inappropriate for prime time. Fine Fox.
Ticket: # 3799406 - Super Bowl Half Time

Date: 2/3/2020 6:35:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Brooklyn, Wisconsin 53521
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
The highly sexualized content of the 2020 Super Bowl was ridiculous. No need to be Puritans, but some basic level of decency during prime time when children are present is not too much to ask. I hope the FCC will act on this situation to avoid it in the future. We had a Super Bowl party, and we turned off the TV and turned to other activities during half time, due to the content.
Ticket: # 3799412 - Offensive pornographic display during Super Bowl half-time

Date: 2/3/2020 6:36:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Emporia, Kansas 66801
Company Complaining About: Unknown. Watched At A Restaurant

Description
SuperBowl is family viewing, not a stripper-men's club show. The lack of clothing, gyrations, crotch holding, and up-close camera views of Jennifer Lopez's crotch and butt were offensive.
Ticket: # 3799413 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:36:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Commiskey, Indiana 47227

Description
The performance was offensive. Jennifer Lopez’s costumes were offensive and too revealing to be broadcast without any warning.
Ticket: # 3799423 - Super Bowl Content

Date: 2/3/2020 6:40:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85016

Description
I was very disappointed in the Super Bowl content. The half-time show was inappropriate to watch with my family and friends and grandparents. The crotch grabbing, pole dancing, butt views was too much. There is tasteful, sensual dancing and then there was last night.
Ticket: # 3799431 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:41:32 PM  
City/State/Zip: Athol, Idaho 83801

Description

I have never filed a complaint before, but I could not believe the inappropriate nature of the halftime show for this year's Superbowl. The crotch shots, risque dancing and the pole dancing was better suited for an adults-only after party than a show that millions of children were watching. I was streaming it from my ipad on an airplane, and the dancing was so suggestive that not only did I not let my own kids watch, but I tried to shield it from the view of other nearby child passengers. This is NOT appropriate for a sporting event of such popularity when you know how many children will be watching. I'd like to see an apology issued, and to not see this type of performance again on TV.
The halftime show for the Super Bowl was a slap in the face to all the good that has come of the MeToo movement. Crass, hypersexualization of women, and then involving children. It’s disturbing that this was somehow deemed family friendly when it so clearly depicted sexual behaviors. How can we possibly tell men/boys to respect women, to see them as more than sex toys when we showcase this kind of thing as something worthy of female aspiration? Children and families should not have to hurry to turn the channel or be subjected to this kind of inappropriate content. The cognitive dissonance between this and the metoo movement is dumbfounding. Clean this up.
Ticket: # 3799435 - pornographic Super Bowl half time

Date: 2/3/2020 6:42:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043

Description
The half time performance showed a woman's bare buttocks, dancing on a striptease pole in an inappropriately revealing costume, dancers simulating sex, and Jennifer Lopez appearing to stroke her crotch. Totally obscene and wrong for the millions of children and teens viewing. I was disgusted and outraged. Please monitor the content more carefully.
Ticket: # 3799449 - Super Bowl Half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:44:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Cathedral City, California 92234

Description
We were embarrassed to have guests watch the super bowl halftime show -- not only were the costumes too racy, but the crotch shots, pole dancing, etc. were not appropriate for a family type show. Teenagers were embarrassed and there should have been a warning that it would be so full of sexual behavior. The children singing was great but the erotic dancing and shaking of booty was not!
Ticket: # 3799455 - Super Bowl halftime performance of sleeze

Date: 2/3/2020 6:46:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Sauk City, Wisconsin 53583
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
I object to the performances by Shakira and JLo last night. Most of Shapiro performance were belly dance moves which are not appropriate Super Bowl family entertainment. He outfit was ridiculously skimpy and design to accentuate the belly dance moves. JLo had a mor revealing and sexually stimulating costume. She should be ashamed to come out on a stripper pole and then undulate around it in a more or less orgy action! A poor substitute for classy, family entertainment as I usually see at Super Bowl games. I am ashamed of my “sisters” who degraded them selves for the almighty dollar and glitz of game!
Ticket: # 3799456 - Super Bowl Halftime Show  
**Date:** 2/3/2020 6:46:00 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Frederick, Colorado 80504  

---

**Description**

Apparently there is no more decency when it comes to Super Bowl shows. I thought women were supposed to be empowered and not objectified, yet the NFL puts on strip club show with stripper poles and thongs for the viewing pleasure of all those kids under 15 that were watching the super bowl at family parties.

I didn't know cleavage, thongs and crotch shots from behind and in front are what passes for entertainment now. Unfortunately the singers are talented enough that they don't need to do a "Burlesque Sexual" show to show that talent.
Ticket: # 3799465 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:47:51 PM  
City/State/Zip: Rocklin, California 95765

Description

Yesterday’s Super Bowl halftime was appalling and highly sexualized. Families were watching this together and shouldn’t have to worry about covering their children’s eyes and quickly leaving the room while watching a football game. This kind of trash is one of the reasons we have human trafficking and sexual exploitation of children in our country. Shame on you for allowing this offensive sexual content to be displayed on the television.
Ticket: # 3799467 - NFL Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:48:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Grand Junction, Colorado 81501

Description
NFL Halftime Show was vulgar. It was the blatant close views of women's crotches from a lower camera angle. Totally unnecessary as the performance was fine without it.
Ticket: # 3799468 - 2020 SUPER BOWL HALF TIME SHOW

Date: 2/3/2020 6:48:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Yuba City, California 95991

Description

AS A WOMAN, A WIFE, A MOTHER, GRANDMOTHER, AUNT AND SISTER, I BELIEVE THAT THE CONTENT OF THE 2020 NFL HALF-TIME SHOW WAS INAPPROPRIATE. THE SUPER BOWL IS A FAMILY EVENT. THERE DID NOT APPEAR TO BE ANY “WARNING” BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE BY JENNIFER LOPEZ AND SHAKIRA.

I AM DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT THE OBJECTIFICATION OF WOMEN NOT TO MENTION THE PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF SEXUAL GYRATIONS, CROTCH SHOTS AND POLE DANCING. THE NFL AND PEPSI ARE ENCOURAGING THE TRAGEDY OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND THE MISTREATMENT OF WOMEN. “PERFORMANCES” OF THIS NATURE DO NOT ENCOURAGE RESPECT.

I HOPE THAT IN THE FUTURE THERE WILL BE MORE CARE GIVEN TO SUCH MATTERS. MEDIA IS A POWERFUL INFLUENCE AND NEEDS TO BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE.
Ticket: # 3799473 - Superbowl Half-time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 6:49:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Paso Robles, California 93446

Description
It was totally inappropriate for family viewing. The broadcast of partial nudity was explicit and graphic and appeared to pander to, titillate and shock the viewing audience.
Ticket: # 3799478 - Superbowl 54 Halftime Show Indecency

Date: 2/3/2020 6:50:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Gaithersburg, Maryland 20878

Description

The superbowl halftime show was ridiculously sexualized to the point of indecency. The two performers, Shakira and Jennifer Lopez, behaved akin to strippers at a gentlemen's club. Their performances featured:

1) Shakira implied bondage by wrapping a rope around herself.
2) Bevies of athletic young women thrusting their pelvises at the TV cameras.
3) Shakira writhed on the floor as a rapper bent over her body.
4) Shakira ululated while flicking her tongue at the camera.
5) J-Lo and her back-up dancers wore leather bondage outfits reminiscent of the leather gear fetish gay men wore in San Francisco’s Folsom District in the 1970s and 1980s.
6) J-Lo wagging her half-naked butt at the camera.
7) J-Lo and her male backup dancers kept grabbing their own crotches.
8) J-Lo did some pole-dancing in a minimalist costume that barely covered her lady parts, while presiding over what is meant to look like an orgy, with people in white bondage wear writhing below her (plus more crotch-grabbing).
9) J-Lo freak-dancing, which happens when a woman backs her butt up to a man’s crotch and they rub against each other as they dance.
10) The cameras focusing on the butts and crotches of both Shakira and J-Lo

Please fine the artists and networks responsible for this moral debacle, and make the fines to be substantial enough to discourage them from doing this again.
Description
It seems a conundrum to have a sponsor celebrate sex equality while Lopez and Shakira display themselves as sex objects on stage, making their crotch areas and jiggling boobs the explicit sexual agenda for the evening. I would rather accidentally see a wardrobe malfunction than to see constant soft porn for 15 minutes. This type of entertainment and the constant entertainment make the long-celebrated Superbowl no longer a family event. Please have them advertise it as such!!!
Ticket: # 3799488 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:51:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Athens, Georgia 30606

Description
The burlesque performance at the Super Bowl was degrading and salacious. It was soft porn at its worst. I want the NFL and the sponsors of this moral rot to apologize to the country.
Ticket: # 3799497 - Half time show @ super bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 6:53:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Tustin, California 92780

Description
I am totally outraged at the GROSS display of crude sexuality was played at half time of the super bowl that no decent parent could possibly approve of children watching! Then: the Latino CHILDREN in CAGES!!! I know what they were referring to so very dishonestly!! The placing of illegal alien "families" behind transparent barriers, started during the Obama Administration, to keep the children safe--and since DNA testing, many "families" have been found to be UNrelated!! Politics, especially DECEITFUL politics, have no place in a venue like that! FOX and Pepsi should BOTH be admonished, and FOX should be punished and agree to make shows like that "family friendly".
Ticket: # 3799503 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 6:55:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80210

Description
I’m in full support of the 1st Amendment but the Super Bowl Halftime show was pornography and you not only allowed it to be aired, you did so when millions of children watched. Allowing this to happen with no consequences implicitly supports pornography. Please do something sensible and never let this happen again.
Ticket: # 3799506 - Indecency
Date: 2/3/2020 6:55:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Macomb, Illinois 61455

Description
The recent Super Bowl halftime show was sexually provocative and had no place on television, particularly during a show that families watch with their children. What could be done? Make sure people's private areas are fully covered; don't have "dancing" that simulates the sexual act.
Ticket: # 3799507 - Super Bowl halftime show indecency

Date: 2/3/2020 6:55:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Laurel, Maryland 20723

Description
What happened to decency during prime time? Please stop allowing borderline soft core porn to appear on prime time tv.
Ticket: # 3799516 - Superbowl half time

Date: 2/3/2020 6:57:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Salome, Arizona 85348

Description
I was shocked that the half time entertainment was strictly adult fare and definitely not for children! I didn't enjoy the 'show' as I considered it a stripper club/Vegas night club show and not meant for family audiences. Shame on the NFL for allowing such raunchy behavior. I had hoped that after the Janet Jackson show they would have had more sense than to allow this kind of behavior. I hope the NFL and the tv broadcaster will get huge fines that they will take a lesson from. We are not all without morals as they seem to like to believe.
Ticket: # 3799519 - Half time show Super Bowl

Date: 2/3/2020 6:57:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Lexington, South Carolina 29703

Description

Fox Sports allowed inappropriate behavior from its performers during half time at the Super Bowl during prime time family Program. By repeatedly showing close up views of Jennifer Lopez’s crotch in a extremely skimpy outfit and showing explicit movements of the same body part, Fox Sports exposed grossly inappropriate material to children and adults who expected a family friendly program. Fox Sports should be fined heavily for this disgusting half time program.
Description
This year's show was disgusting! It is a travesty that it was broadcast while it could be expected that children were watching. If that show was OK, we don't need you as watchdogs. Fine Fox and the NFL.
Ticket: # 3799525 - Super Bowl Half-time Filth

Date: 2/3/2020 6:59:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Nederland, Texas 77627
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
Of all the amazing performers we have in this great country, you allowed this pornographic show to be broadcast in the majority of homes for the Super Bowl half time. Aren't there laws against such trash being broadcast? You are responsible for keeping our airways clean, correct? Surely you can do better than this! I demand an explanation. If your 10-year old grandchild isn't allowed to watch it, think again about airing it! Seems pretty simple to me.
Ticket: # 3799529 - NFL Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:00:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Vandergrift, Pennsylvania 15690

Description
The 2020 Super Bowl halftime show was not at all appropriate for viewing by children or even teenagers. Is this vulgar, raunchy depiction the way we want them to view women? It was a cheap over sexualized display of immoral-or amoral- behavior. Please don't allow such trash on family TV.
Ticket: # 3799530 - NFL Superbowl half-time show was inappropriate

Date: 2/3/2020 7:00:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Snohomish, Washington 98296

Description
The Superbowl halftime show was not suitable for children under 18. The NFL and Fox should be censured and fined. The content would have gotten an R rating had it been in a movie theater.
Description
Half time show was offensive and obscene. If the camera man had gotten any closer to Jennifer Lopez's crotch he would have needed a crow bar to remove it from said nether region. The who show was nothing but a XXX Porn show. Watching this woman perform a spin around on a pole while there was an orgy performance going on underneath was disgusting. If I had wanted to watch nothing but crotch and butthole tv I could have just watched a porn video or got a porn mag. The tongue wagging, seriously? This is what the NFL and Fox spent millions on and called it entertainment? They should be ashamed.
Ticket: # 3799556 - Super Bowl Half-time

Date: 2/3/2020 7:06:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80923
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Fox needs to be fined. This is prime time family viewing.
Ticket: # 3799562 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:07:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Belmont, Massachusetts 02478

Description
Last night's entertainment was too MATURE and not appropriate for a show watched by millions, including young kids.
There is no doubt Shakira and JLo are beautiful women with amazing vocal talents and can really dance, but I believe the sort of dancing and costumes and props they used last night do not belong on prime time TV when many families and young kids are watching. (c'mon..pole dancing and black leather metal studded crotch exposing ((nearly)) clothing and so much hip thrusting....??!!).
Ticket: # 3799568 - Over sexualized super bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:08:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Bloomington, Indiana 47401-4405

Description
The Super Bowl half time show was an over sexualized disgrace. Jennifer Lopez’s costume was nearly pornographic. The sexualized “dance moves” were offensive. Exposing this trash to children and families is unacceptable. Thank-you.
Description
The super bowl half time show was disgusting and degrading to Women. Please do something to ensure that this never happens again. The Super Bowl is supposed to be fun for the whole family. Pole Dancing? Really?
Ticket: # 3799579 - Jaylo

Date: 2/3/2020 7:10:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Yuko, Oklahoma 73099

Description
Her performance in and during an event was most disgusting and should be fined for rude performance.
Ticket: # 3799590 - Half Time disgrace
Date: 2/3/2020 7:14:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Meriden, Connecticut 06450

Description
They could have chosen classier people to have on stage for a Half Time SuperBowl game. How many children had to be sent away from their TV sets because Jennifer Lopez thought she was at a STRIP club instead. How dare her! Not only did she disrespect national TV, but she also disrespected her children who were also there with her. This is not a Strip club! you are representing thousands of people throughout the entire country and you represented us by showing and shaking your ASS on national TV. She could have been much classier. Hey, but look where she comes from. She comes from the New York City Housing in the Bronx. Shame on her for wearing the flag and stripping on stage. It has been very clear that her movie the Hussler was not a hit at all. I think she should act with more class it would definitely make us think of her otherwise!!
Ticket: # 3799591 - Indecent half time on Super Bowl during family time. Reckless disregard to the feelings of women who are abused, exploited, trafficked, hurt by porn

**Date:** 2/3/2020 7:14:34 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Warrensburg, Missouri 64093

**Description**
My family and friends and the women we serve at New Beginnings Women's Center were subjected to gyrating, crotch shots during family time at half time from the Super Bowl. We had to send our men to the kitchen for snacks and turned it off until the disgusting crotch show was over. Many sexual victims were greatly offended by this blatant attempt to further normalize the sexual exploitation of women. (So gross, especially from the camera man who couldn't get away from the crotch shots). Is this the role model we want for our young women. NO! They should have displayed a WARNING! PORNOGRAPHIC DISPLAY OF WOMEN'S GYRATING CROTCHES TO FOLLOW.
Ticket: # 3799595 - Halftime Super Bowl

Date: 2/3/2020 7:15:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70816
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Had to turn tv off bc of crotch shots and stripper pole and butt shots of jlo
Ticket: # 3799604 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:19:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Chardon, Ohio 44024

Description
The Superbowl halftime show was NOT family friendly. It was completely inappropriate for my kids to see what I would call a "strip show" as the entertainment for halftime. Families gather together to watch this program every year and what we watched this time was basically glorified pornography that I would never want my children to think was ok to be excited about. Incredibly disappointed that there was so much focus on genitalia throughout the entire performance.
Ticket: # 3799627 - Super Bowl Halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:25:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80920
Company Complaining About: Youtube

Description
For me and my family that halftime show was inappropriate and over sexual. It was not family friendly and I am disappointed in the NFL and fox. Please make the appropriate changes for next year.
Ticket: # 3799628 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:25:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Holton, Kansas 66436

Description
The half time show during the Super Bowl was very inappropriate for the many families watching the game. If you do not know the number of "crouch shots", you can ask the high school students where I teach. Why can't the entertainment be clean? In a time where we are wanting to teach young girls to be more than sex objects, why were women touching themselves and skimpily dressed? On the day when sex trafficking is at a year high, why not help the situation instead? I am appalled!
Ticket: # 3799629 - NFL Super Bowl Halftime Show: Inappropriate & Appalling
Date: 2/3/2020 7:25:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Worth, Texas 76179

Description
Please, please, please do something about the inappropriate airing! We had to shield our children’s eyes and fast-forward the 2020 Halftime Show from the beginning! Wardrobes alone were indecent. Dancing was demeaning and and the striptease was stupidly shocking. I enjoyed JLo’s music growing up... but feel bad for her now, and will no longer be entertaining she or Shakira's music in our home. We're big Chiefs fans, and even bigger on trying to live for God, so the Super Bowl this year was like a fantastic sandwich... that had a corner dipped in the toilet. Ruins the fun... especially for families. For innocent children. And as a counselor I'll say professionally, it was unhealthy viewing for obviously married men and women, but for single adults as well. We felt last year's Maroon 5 performance was inappropriate. Wow.
Wake up America. Wake up to the TRUTH World!
FCC: Please bring pure, family- friendly viewing back!

On another note, my husband & I were also sad to hear drag queen and pro-LGBTQ commercials were approved yet abortion survivor testimonial commercials were rejected. That's wrong. If others want to slap our cheeks with their push so be it, but we have a voice too, and should be allowed to share the truth, even if others don’t want to listen.
Ticket: # 3799636 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:27:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Cincinnati, Ohio 45231
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
My family and I were appalled by the super bowl halftime show! After Janet’s incident you made a commitment to keep the halftime shows family friendly. Having a performer ride a stripper pole, push her vagina which was rarely covered forward into the camera with a hip thrust, basically mooning the camera not once but twice, with what basically amounted to a thong, and again gyrating on a stripper pole w/ the smallest of a garment on, is not family friendly! We would like to file a complaint to the fcc for allowing this to be shown during a football game which is even advertised as a family friendly environment! What was allowed was pornographic and appalling. Also, to allow young girls to perform in the middle of the porn show was as low as tv can sink!! How an 11 year old was allowed to sing during this is appalling and in bad taste. This halftime show made Janet Jackson’s wardrobe malfunction look g rated!!! We turned the station but it was on again in a att store while we were trading phones today. This ATT store advertises Directv to the public and was playing the halftime show on repeat!!!!!! Something should be and has to be done to fine these women and vulgar over sexualized, pornographic material should never be allowed in the future!!!!! Please do something!!!
Ticket: # 3799646 - JLo Superbowl 1/2 Time show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:28:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Belmont, North Carolina 28012

Description
Are there standards anymore during the family t.v. Hour? I believe this performance was degrading to women, was not modest and was not family friendly. Pubic areas being shown & demonstrations of pelvic thrust simulating intercourse is not appropriate during a sports competition.
Ticket: # 3799665 - JLo Superbowl 1/2 Time show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:30:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Belmont, North Carolina 28012

Description
Are there standards anymore during the family t.v. Hour? I believe this performance was degrading to women, was not modest and was not family friendly. Pubic areas being shown & demonstrations of pelvic thrust simulating intercourse is not appropriate during a sports competition.
Ticket: # 3799667 - superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:31:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Gaylord, Michigan 49735

Description
You have to do something about this! Why should millions of people have to look at JLO’s crotch & rear end? Stop this! That is your job!
Ticket: # 3799669 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:31:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Hokes Bluff, Alabama 35903

Description
The indecency of the halftime show should not be permitted at this time of programming when families are watching. This behavior crossed the line and glorified the exploiting of women as sex objects. Don't allow this!
Ticket: # 3799674 - Super bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:31:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Goffstown, New Hampshire 03045
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Disgusting to have this type of show when you KNOW kids are watching and WOMEN!!! Is that a respectful of women show to have her on a stripper pole and grabbing her crotch???? You people are not doing your job to allow and condone this
Ticket: # 3799680 - Super bowl half time

Date: 2/3/2020 7:32:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Wichita, Kansas 67209

Description
The dancing was obscene. Children who were watching the game were exposed to inappropriate behavior. Parents should have at least been warned. Please insist on previewing the show from now on. Thank you.
Ticket: # 3799687 - Superbowl half-time show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:33:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75246
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
This was a totally inappropriate, insulting sex show masquerading as entertainment. I grew up in the '60's, so I am no prude. But, I would certainly not have wanted my 12 y.o. grandson and his three younger sisters watching this. Do the producer and entertainers of this sex show think that this display in front of a billion people is more likely to decrease assaults on women or more likely to increase assaults on women especially from young men with immature or deranged behavioral inhibitions? We know with certainty (there's an enormous psychological literature from the 1960's on this) that watching organized violence disinhibits violent behavior among children, those mentally-vulnerable, sociopaths or those suffering from paranoid schizophrenia. The normalization of inappropriate sexual titillation on television is more likely than not to lead to sexual assaults committed by men who are sexually immature, isolated and lack social ability and self-control. It is also contributing to the coarsening of our society's manners and mores. In other words, this half-time show, in my opinion, had no socially-redeeming value and was little more than a glorification of nearly-explicit pornography. A significant fine from all involved in this show, NFL, sponsors, tv network, streaming services carrying the program, etc. ought to be levied with the monies raised going to women's shelters, rape crisis centers and emergency medical facilities (which, I understand have a sorely-limited supply of outdated rape kits) and perhaps even re-education classes for those involved in bringing this event into living rooms filled with children around the world.
Ticket: # 3799689 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:33:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Falls City, Nebraska 68355

Description
Even a prostitute wouldn't enjoy that "entertainment"!
Ticket: # 3799690 - Super Bowl Halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:34:01 PM
City/State/Zip: North Ogden, Utah 84414

Description
classless, crass, deplorable show with Political Overtones. I don't want my kids looking at J-Lo's Ass for 30 mins!
Ticket: # 3799691 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:34:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Tacoma, Washington 98422

Description
Absolutely disgusting and in no way "Family Friendly". NFL should be fined for such poor judgement to have these women prancing around the stage barely dressed. Children do not need to see this.
Ticket: # 3799702 - Complaint about Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:36:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Carmichael's, Pennsylvania 25330

Description
I was repulsed by the morally corrupt halftime display during the Superbowl which was during primetime and is a family show!! Saying that was unacceptable is an understatement. Fox, Pepsi, the NFL, and Disney (they own fox now) as well as Jennifer Lopez should all be held accountable to the highest degree! What a disgrace to American television!! Totally unacceptable!!
Ticket: # 3799708 - Super bowl halftime show & ads  
**Date:** 2/3/2020 7:37:48 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15237  
**Company Complaining About:** Comcast

**Description**  
The Super Bowl airs during family viewing hours. To accept ads with disgusting content like drag queens in the hummus ads shows you want moral families to turn you off. We haven’t allowed the halftime show in our house since Brittany & Madonna kissed & Ms. Jackson exposed her breast intentionally. But last night with an orgy on stage with very little in terms of musicality or entertainment is beyond anything the FCC should tolerate. Our high income family will no longer watch the Super Bowl under these current circumstances.
Ticket: # 3799714 - Super Bowl Half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:39:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Satellite Beach, Florida 32937

Description
Inappropriate! Families were viewing it! Much too sexual, kids coming out of cages, scantily clad women, and POLE dancing!!! Disgraceful!!!
Ticket: # 3799722 - Superbowl haft time show 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 7:41:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Virginia Beach, Virginia 23462

Description
The show was akin to soft porn. It was in extremely poor taste, Jjo's crotch being zoomed in by cameras numerous times. Pole dancing is not superbowl worthy. Children watch this and should NOT HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO THIS
Ticket: # 3799725 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:42:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Coeur D'alene, Idaho 83815

Description
That was completely inappropriate for a show that was on during the day/evening and that families were watching. We do not want to see it!!!
Ticket: # 3799726 - Superbowl haft time show 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 7:42:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Virginia Beach, Virginia 23462

Description
The show was akin to soft porn. It was in extremely poor taste, Jjo's crotch being zoomed in by cameras numerous times. Pole dancing is not superbowl worthy. Children watch this and should NOT HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO THIS
Ticket: # 3799729 - Super Bowl 2020 half-time show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:43:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Allen, Texas 75013

Description
Half-time was supposed to be family-friendly but instead what went on display was very raunchy and inappropriate for all ages including young boys and girls, with crotch-grabbing, tounge-waving, a** display, pole dancing, and exploitation of women as a sex object.

Pepsi and NFL should be fined and called-out for such selection.
Ticket: # 3799746 - Super bowl 54 Half Time show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:47:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Pataskala, Ohio 43062

Description
Fox TV and NBC should be fined and publicly made to apologize to the American people for the Half time show that was allowed to air!

Jennifer Lopez and “Sharika” simulated sex acts by wiggly their tongue; shaking their tits and azzes and wrapping a rope around their throat to glorify S&M, suicide, or whatever other evil intent popped into their minds!

After the airing of this pornographic show, human trafficked sex slaves were in greater demand! Hundreds of female sex workers were undoubtedly transported to the Miami area in windowless vans and tractor trailers to “service” the Super Bowl visitors!

The FCC has sunk to a record low! To allow the sexual objectification of females during a family viewing time slot! You should all be ashamed!
Ticket: # 3799747 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 7:47:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112

Description
The show yesterday showed young women in the US how to sell their bodies. I cannot believe that women have come so far in this country and then we back slide in less than an hour. Are there no regulations about this? I think Janet Jackson did a little better honestly. At least that was a mistake.
Ticket: # 3799751 - Super Bowl Half Time Show 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 7:48:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Boston, Massachusetts 02114

Description
The content of the 2020 Super Bowl Half Time Show was absolutely vile and tasteless as it supported the objectification and sexual exploitation of women and children. Furthermore, as a family event, there is no place for such a pornographic program to take place with children, young men, young women, and families watching. It is widely known that the super bowl attracts the largest number of sex trafficking deals in the United States, and a program like yesterdays supports the vile appetites for sexual exploitation of children and women. I believe the American people deserve an apology from these broadcasters for promoting this program. I also hope that the halftime show will either improve its content to be family friendly or NOT be broadcasted on television. Thank you.
Ticket: # 3799752 - Half time Performance for Super Bowl

Date: 2/3/2020 7:48:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Marksville, Louisiana 71351
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
Super Bowl half time show. This is family time. We don't need rated R half time shows. Last night was a disgrace. It needs to be censored.
Ticket: # 3799755 - Superbowl halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 7:48:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Marksville, Louisiana 71351
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
DISGUSTING!! This should be a family program, not triple X entertainment. Young children watch this. What's wrong with you people. Truly DISGUSTING 😠😠😠😠😠😠😠😠😠😠
Ticket: # 3799756 - Super Bowl Half Time Show complaint

Date: 2/3/2020 7:49:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Gatos, California 95030

Description
I want to file a formal complaint about the incredibly offensive Half Time Show at the 2020 Super Bowl...it was degrading to women and almost pornographic in juxtaposition with the young girls in cages...only sick individuals could think this was OK for young children to see on National TV in the most watched show perhaps all year. All those responsible for airing this trash should be fined.
Ticket: # 3799763 - Object to Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:50:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Columbia, Missouri 65203
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
The half time show of the SuperBowl which aired on 02/02/2020 was offensive to me and my family. It is terrible to be sitting with friends and your children and to be exposed to that kind of suggestive material. It was objectifying women. We had to turn the channel. It was not entertainment but more along the lines of pornography. Definitely not rated for families.
Ticket: # 3799764 - Lewd Superbowl Half Time Entertainment NOT FIT FOR CHILDREN

Date: 2/3/2020 7:50:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Pueblo, Colorado 81001

Description
I am appalled that the halftime entertainment in the Super Bowl yesterday was allowed knowing children would be watching! PLEASE DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT SO IT DOES NOT HAPPEN AGAIN. OUR COUNTRY IS BETTER THAN THIS!
Description
I am disappointed that the national network chose to show pornographic content on a nationally broadcast Ed, widely viewed television event, the Super Bowl. I would like to file a complaint and I choose not to watch this event if similar content will be used in the future.
Ticket: # 3799782 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 7:54:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Westminster, Maryland 21157

Description
That was disgusting, totally inappropriate to be on TV especially with kids watching!! And I am so offended by the cameramen zooming in on crotches! Very disgusted and sickened!!
Description
Jennifer Lopez’s pole dance and “crotch” closeup shots during the Super Bowl 2020 Halftime Show was inappropriate for every viewing age. If a woman wearing what she was wearing slid down a pole provocatively and opened her legs to my 9 year old son in person, I would have her arrested for sexual abuse. Her new “Hustler’s” movie has a rating of “R”. R rated content is not for national TV that elementary school age children are watching. The Halftime show needs to be toned down in the future.
Ticket: # 3799791 - Super Bowl half time

**Date:** 2/3/2020 7:55:58 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Joplin, Missouri 64804

**Description**

I love those performers, but contextually the content was extremely inappropriate. Particularly Jlo with virtually no clothing and then breaking out the stripper pole. Our families, including the kids, were viewing this. Any other time, maybe, but not one of the most viewed sports games of the year. The halftime shows keep getting worse and worse over the last 10 years. It’s shameful.
Ticket: # 3799796 - Super Bowl half time

Date: 2/3/2020 7:56:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Joplin, Missouri 64804

Description
I love those performers, but contextually the content was extremely inappropriate. Particularly Jlo with virtually no clothing and then breaking out the stripper pole. Our families, including the kids, were viewing this. Any other time, maybe, but not one of the most viewed sports games of the year. The halftime shows keep getting worse and worse over the last 10 years. It’s shameful.
Description
I love those performers, but contextually the content was extremely inappropriate. Particularly Jlo with virtually no clothing and then breaking out the stripper pole. Our families, including the kids, were viewing this. Any other time, maybe, but not one of the most viewed sports games of the year. The halftime shows keep getting worse and worse over the last 10 years. It’s shameful.
Ticket: # 3799803 - Inappropriate attire during Superbowl halftime

**Date:** 2/3/2020 7:58:46 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Fort Worth, Texas 76132

**Description**  
The Attire during the superbowl violates FCC regulations on nudity. It was shown on a non cable channel.
Ticket: # 3799822 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 8:03:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Dover, Delaware 19904

Description
What should have been family friendly entertainment was turned into a pole dance at a strip club. The "entertainers" the NFL and FOX television all need to be fined for the disgusting display they put on and allowed as the halftime show with full knowledge that children were watching this.
Ticket: # 3799826 - Obscene Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 8:04:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Stillwater, Minnesota 55082

Description
Disgusting, racy pornographic performance!
**Ticket: # 3799829 - Superbowl Halftime Show**  
**Date:** 2/3/2020 8:06:34 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Lewisville, North Carolina 27023

---

**Description**  
What the heck? Why does this keep getting worse? Decency isn’t a definition reserved for nudity. In fact, there are plenty of times where nudity might be understandable for TV (Schindler’s List, for example). In this case, the half-time show was anything but family friendly. In fact, it crossed into family-unfriendly.

Was the performance live? Yes, I get it.  
Was the performance rehearsed? Absolutely.  
Organizers knew the plans for the half-time show, and moved forward with it anyway. Action should be taken (even if just a hand-slap) to let the Big Game organizers/sponsors know that the hearts of the youngest Americans should be taken into account.

Please address the Superbowl Half-Time show.  
Cari Keleman said it best -- "Why can’t the NFL present a halftime show that multiple generations can enjoy together?"
Ticket: # 3799833 - Superbowl Halftime Show was Disgusting & Pornographic!

Date: 2/3/2020 8:08:47 PM
City/State/Zip: San Jose, California 95118

Description
I want to express my utter disappointment with the pornographic half time show during the Superbowl. It is definitely NOT family-friendly, and you know kids and families will be watching. As an adult I don't want to watch that kind of content or to have it associated with a nationwide viewing event. It is very sad to see such a fun football contest stoop so low for half-time entertainment. You should be ashamed of yourselves.
Ticket: # 3799847 - Half time show Super bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 8:13:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Mendham, New Jersey 07945
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
It was indecent. It focused on the stars private parts which were mostly exposed. There was a scene where they were pole dancing with what seems like a simulated orgy below. We had children present and had to hastily shut down the TV. What is next?
Ticket: # 3799853 - Offensive Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 8:15:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Maryville, Missouri 64468

Description
The halftime show during the Super Bowl was very offensive and was not appropriate for a national sports venue. If this were a movie, no doubt it would have been given a parental warning and a minimum age for viewing. Please enforce your rules for decency and level a very hefty fine on the network. Make it enough to stop this type of "entertainment" from happening again.
Ticket: # 3799855 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:16:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Venice, Florida 34293

Description
Grossly sexual and highly inappropriate. My neighbor’s little girl asked, “Why is she dancing naked?”
Ticket: # 3799864 - Superbowl show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:18:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Middleburg, Florida 32068

Description
This show was raunchy and disgraceful with children watching. These women gyrated in the most revolting way. Is the show for families or drunk football fans. A serious fine should be levied to prevent more trash porno shows.
Ticket: # 3799865 - Super Bowl Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 8:18:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Elberton, Georgia 30635

Description
The "performance" of someone barely clothed during a major TV event, in which children (including my 4 and 1 year old sons) were watching fits the very definition of indecency. Since the policies in 2004 required a fine, those same policies require a fine in this case. It is neither empowering to women (as it robs them of their clothing for the entertainment of men) nor beneficial to men (who are the aggressors in #MeToo life we live in).
Ticket: # 3799873 - 2020 half time super bowl show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:22:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Fredericksburg, Texas 78624

Description
The show this year was exceeding indecent and offensive to anyone with children. The women were virtually half naked, and mimicked sex acts in their dancing. The NFL and Fox need some serious penalty so they won't broadcast anything this indecent again. It was far worse than the so-called "wardrobe malfunction" from 10 or 15 years ago.
Ticket: # 3799875 - 2020 Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 8:23:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Bolckow, Missouri 64427

Description
Shakira, Jennifer Lopez, Pepsi, FOX and the NFL should all be ashamed of the halftime performance during the 2020 Super Bowl. Crotch and rear-end shots, barely-there outfits, stripper pole and suggestive dancing are inappropriate for a national institution like the Super Bowl that draws millions of viewers, including families.

Instead of empowering women, it was demeaning toward our whole gender and a giant step backward in our fight for respect and equality. Appalling role models for young girls who idolize the 2 pop superstars and it definitely sends the wrong message to young boys who were watching.

I believe all involved should be HEAVILY fined so this does not become a worsening trend for future Super Bowls.
Ticket: # 3799884 - Super Bowl Half Time
Date: 2/3/2020 8:25:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Sawyer, Oklahoma 74756

Description
I am shocked, offended and appalled! I cannot believe this soft porn sex show was allowed on tv let alone a Prime time National Sports event. It’s time to start demanding more of not only the networks but the entertainers as well, each year it gets worse and worse. Stripper poles belong in bedrooms and strip clubs. The crotch grabbing disgusting! How did you allow a sliding up close crotch shot on National TV! Our children and our nation as a whole deserve better. There is a time and a place but this was not it!!! Their excuse being celebrating Latino and African women/ culture?? I'm a big fan of dance, I love the tv show The World of dance. This was not good dancing, well maybe in parts! However it was overshadowed by the sex show and children in cages. American deserves an apology from the networks, The NFL, and the performers. If I were Latino or African American I would be appalled that these people believe this was a representation of the culture! Absolutely not!! Be better, do better, and demand better. We need to go back to Respect, Morals and what is right! Our young impressionable children deserve more
Ticket: # 3799890 - halftime show with my kids
Date: 2/3/2020 8:26:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Boise, Idaho 83713

Description
i don't believe it is appropriate to show simulated sex, pole dancing, crotch, and nudity during the hours which children are watching TV.
Ticket: # 3799894 - Super Bowl 1/2 time show
Date: 2/3/2020 8:27:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Methuen, Massachusetts 01844

Description
The Super Bowl 1/2 show was so disgusting. I was shocked & disappointed that you allowed that during a time when children and families were watching.
Description
How can watching people grabbing their crotches, twirling on a stripper pole, and bending over so their butt crack is nearly exposed be acceptable family entertainment? The entire show was R-rated. There needs to be some sort of fine or punishment levied against whomever allowed that horrible show to be aired without a disclaimer for parents.
Description
The inappropriateness of entertainment on a daytime family program. With all of the sex trafficking associated with this event it seems especially important to keep it clean! Please clean it up!
Ticket: # 3799918 - Half Time Superbowl show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:33:21 PM
City/State/Zip: San Juan Capistrano, California 92675

Description
Raunchy, stripper poles, and indecent clothing...during family hours and a family watched sports game. Please don't let this happen again! Horrible message for our little girls. Fines should be given and supervision of these positions reprimanded and/or fired.
Ticket: # 3799925 - Super Bowl half-time show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:35:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Cedar City, Utah 84720
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
My husband and I were shocked by the explicit sexuality of this year's half-time show! We would rate it as R if it were part of a movie. It had no place on a family tv program.
The halftime show was nothing short of pornographic. This type of behavior and dress (or lack thereof) during primetime should not be allowed. At the VERY least, there should have been a warning. Disgraceful to promote that while human trafficking is happening right outside the stadium gates.
Ticket: # 3799946 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:42:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Mesa, Arizona 85205

Description
The “musical” number performed by Jennifer Lopez was absolutely unacceptable! It tipped over the line of being PG13 to being pornographic! There were children watching the Super Bowl and the NFL should be fined for allowing this disgusting display to be aired during family viewing hours.
Ticket: # 3799958 - Indecency during prime time live TV
Date: 2/3/2020 8:44:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Owasso, Oklahoma 74055

Description
Super Bowl halftime show.
Ticket: # 3799960 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:45:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Verona, New Jersey 07044

Description
The halftime show was absolutely horrible. It portrayed pole dancing, inappropriate costumes for children watching and lewd hand gestures. The NFL AND Fox should be ashamed for airing such trash with millions of children watching it.
Ticket: # 3799963 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 8:46:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Elkhart, Texas 75839

Description
Half time show disgusting. Supposed to be family friendly. Outfits too revealing. stripper pole dancing
Ticket: # 3799964 - Indecency in Super Bowl half time

Date: 2/3/2020 8:46:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Rapid City, South Dakota 57702

Description
The half time show was a soft lien display of vulgarity for all of my children to see during family hours. The performances, crude video closeups, costumes devalued women, their bodies and sexuality. Masturbation moves during dance we’re a disgrace to the beauty of dance and sexuality. What ever entity allowed this during family viewing hours needs to be corrected and fined. It was a betrayal of parents and children all over America.
Description
My wife, children, in-laws, nieces, nephews, and friends were extremely shocked and embarrassed to be watching the Superbowl halftime show and the disgusting body gestures of the singers. Are there any standards? I didn't know what to tell my eight year old and fourteen year old daughter when the singers opened up their legs for the cameras. We have lost complete respect for these singers and will be tuning out next year.
Ticket: # 3799981 - Superbowl 2020 Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:51:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Rosharon, Texas 77583
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Indecent clothing and behavior during JLo and Shakira performance.
Description
During the Superbowl Halftime show from Miami, on 2/2/2020, the NFL and Fox Network aired a performance by Jennifer Lopez and Shakira that goes beyond what should be shown during Prime Time hours (approximately 8PM ET). The performers were scantily clad, one grabbed her genitalia region and another performed a pole dance. For the NFL who allegedly takes a stance on Sex Trafficking, this performance objectify's women, which is contrary to human decency in light of the #metoo movement. If I had an impressionable daughter I'd have some explaining to do regarding this. This is on par with the 2004 Janet Jackson "Wardrobe Malfunction" to which you levied fines on the offenders. Please consider such in this case as well.
Ticket: # 3799990 - SuperBowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 8:52:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Ravenna, Kentucky 40472

Description
The halftime show for the Super Bowl was pornography and nothing less. It should not be allowed during family viewing. Or really anytime.
Ticket: # 3799991 - Súper bowl halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 8:52:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Thayne, Wyoming 83127

Description
The show was not appropriate for a general audience. It was sexually explicit and would have been considered soft porn not many years ago.
Description
This show was an over-sexualized exhibit of indecency. There were thousands, likely millions, of children, including my 13 year old son with ASD, watching the Superbowl. Society has pushed us to teach our boys to be very careful about how you look at and treat women. JLo and Shakira are very talented women, they could have done this show with some integrity, instead they objectified and sexualized themselves, especially JLo, by not even covering her butt and repeatedly touching her crotch. This is outrageous and all involved, Fox, NFL, Pepsi, Roc Nation, and the performers, should be hit with very high fines. They should be fined, monitored for future halftime shows, and be forced to, at the very least, make it very clear that their programming is not for children.
Ticket: # 3799999 - Super Bowl LIV Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 8:53:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Franklin, Indiana 46131

Description
This year's Super Bowl halftime show went too far with the vulgarity. I had to explain to my 8 year old niece why it was inappropriate after changing the channel. I hope you penalize the NFL for this. We the people are getting fed up with this garbage. Thank you.
Ticket: # 3800011 - Super Bowl Halftime - JLo

Date: 2/3/2020 8:57:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Mcfarland, Wisconsin 53558

Description
The whole event was supposed to be family friendly (young kids ran out to start the game, young daughter in halftime show, etc.), but JLo’s halftime show was pure obscenity. I’ve never before filed a complaint, but that exposed my children to something that shouldn’t be available during prime time hours. It was the first time my young boys were going to watch it, and we had to cover their eyes and walk them out of the room. I was ashamed for building it up and wish I could undo a terrible experience for us all.
Ticket: # 3800030 - NFL Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:01:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Virginia 22153

Description
The NFL’s superbowl halftime show (on Fox?) should be fined for the gratuitous sex implied by the minimal clothing on the performers.
Description
The Halftime show was not family friendly even though millions of young boys and girls were subjected to sexually explicit and graphic content including a stripper dancing with a pole (Jennifer Lopez) and frequent rubbing and grabbing of woman's genital area. It was extremely vulgar and not meant for general / family friendly viewing.
Ticket: # 3800035 - disgusting superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:03:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Clarksburg, Maryland 20871

Description
those responsible for the disgusting and degrading superbowl halftime show should be fined by the FCC. No excuse for such a lewd performances on public airwaves
Ticket: # 3800036 - Superbowl Half-time show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:03:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Crystal Lake, Illinois 60012

Description
I am appalled that the Superbowl Half-time show 2020 was not blocked by parental controls this year. How in the world was this performance okay for all audiences? This should have been labeled at least PG 13, if not MA. Please advise this was a huge mistake that affected millions of families across the country. FOX should be fined for this disgraceful pornographic television event
Ticket: # 3800048 - Super Bowl Halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:05:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Boca Raton, Florida 33428

Description
I am certain I am not the first complaint you’ve received about the 4/2/20 Super Bowl halftime show. It was offensive, bordering on porn and our young children were watching it! We were caught completely off guard and this was prime time- totally inappropriate broadcast showing lady parts up close.
Description
If the intent of this year's SuperBowl halftime show was to empower and honor women, then I hope none of my daughters and granddaughters were watching. To suggest it is acceptable for women to lewdly flaunt their bodies on a strip pole is immoral. Unbelievable that the network and the NFL would approve. If the subliminal message was to address immigrant children separation it was lost on the vision of nearly naked booties shaking in our faces. Clean up SuperBowl Halftime performances - these are suppose to be a family event, not a strip club act.
Ticket: # 3800076 - Half time show for super bowl 2020

Date: 2/3/2020 9:15:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Canton, Pennsylvania 17724

Description
Pure porn - why is this allowed? Please fine everyone involved!
Ticket: # 3800088 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:19:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Richmond, Virginia 23231

Description
The halftime show at the Super Bowl on 2-2-2020 was the definition of indecent. Scantily clad singers thrusting bodies all over the screen was not in any way family friendly. My family has decided that we will never watch another halftime show. Was the show prescreened at all??? FOX, the NFL, and the FCC should be ashamed.
Ticket: # 3800092 - Super Bowl Halftime Performance

Date: 2/3/2020 9:19:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Overton, Nevada 89040
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
I think the above referenced performance by Jennifer Lopez violates the law regarding appropriate content during certain viewing hours. If I want to see a nude and lewd performance I will go to a strip club where I can be assured my underage children and grandchildren are not watching. Showing closeups of the female genital areas on national tv should never be allowed.
Ticket: # 3800103 - Super Bowl Halftime
Date: 2/3/2020 9:22:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Inwood, West Virginia 25428

Description
I disapprove of the halftime show. I feel it was too sexualized. I will not continue watching football if this is what is shown.
Ticket: # 3800112 - Half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:23:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Riverview, Florida 33569

Description
I wish to file a complaint against the NFL half time show. It was wildly inappropriate, offensive, and a horrible example to young people everywhere.
Ticket: # 3800119 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 9:27:11 PM  
City/State/Zip: Peoria, Arizona 85383

Description

INDECENCY during super bowl half time show. Not family friendly. Totally inappropriate to broadcast and the camera angles made it so much worse!!!!! Disappointed mother.
Ticket: # 3800125 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:28:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Caldwell, West Virginia 24925

Description
That was the most disgusting, vulgar and sexually explicit thing I have ever seen in my 63 years of watching tv. At this point, no one in my home will ever watch a Super Bowl again. That was TOTALLY INAPPROPRIATE for people of any age ESPECIALLY children, and the Super Bowl is suppose to be a family program. SHAME ON YOU for airing it!!!!! You need to preview planned half time shows and have guidelines on behavior during those shows.
The super bowl half time show was totally inappropriate for prime time tv.
Total inappropriate for children
Ticket: # 3800131 - NFL Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:29:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Lafayette, Louisiana 70506

Description
My family were disgusted with the sexual exploitation of both Shakira and Jlo's performances. Especially Jennifer Lopez. If I wanted to watch a MA program, I wouldn't have my innocent children around.
Ticket: # 3800133 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:30:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Palm Bay, Florida 32909
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The so-called show during half time on Sunday, 02/02/20 was beyond disgusting. The performance of the two female singers was degrading to all women. As performers, they should be embarrassed by their bawdy display which shows a total lack of self-esteem and objectifies women. They put the Me too movement back to square one as they played into the Good Ole Boys image of a woman. I am disgusted and appalled that a show which was Strip Club worthy was shown on prime time for entire families to see.
Ticket: # 3800135 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:30:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Port St Lucie, Florida 34983

Description
The super bowl half time show was totally inappropriate for prime time tv.
Total inappropriate for children
Ticket: # 3800160 - Super Bowl 54 Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:35:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Rancho Murieta, California 95683

Description
FCC should fine National Football League for promotion and airing of a soft pornography show at prime time viewing for all ages! At the very least, it should have contained a PG-13 rating! Pole dancing, gyrations, crotch grabbing, leather costumes, SM chains & ropes and tight clothing? Making political statements by having minor children in cages? Tasteless & profane show! This is not age appropriate entertainment! It’s political virtue signaling and sexual exploitation!
Ticket: # 3800164 - Superbowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:35:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Orem, Utah 84097

Description
I was appalled at the half time show this year. Jennifer Lopez was sleazy and it was totally inappropriate for a network show. I felt like I was at an adult Vegas show. I couldn't keep watching and had to leave the room and take the kids with me. This show needs a R+ rating. In the Me too generation this was just asking for trouble.
Ticket: # 3800165 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:36:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Chattanooga, Tennessee 37419
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This show should not have been allowed at prime time with kids watching. The dancing was right out of a strip bar except for a g-string over her crotch, but the camera man zooming in made up for that. This SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED ON PRIME TIME. I can not believe we are allowing this in our culture.
Ticket: # 3800178 - Super bowl

Date: 2/3/2020 9:41:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Scottsdale, Arizona 85262
Company Complaining About: DirecTV

Description
The halftime performance was not acceptable family viewing.
Ticket: # 3800185 - NFL Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:43:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Ashville, Ohio 43103

Description
The half time show of the super bowl was lewd and not appropriate for family viewing.
Ticket: # 3800192 - Public indecency

**Date:** 2/3/2020 9:45:49 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Emerson, Georgia 30137

**Description**
Read the attached below. The Superbowl 2020 half time show was a national disgrace.
Ticket: # 3800196 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:46:16 PM  
City/State/Zip: Latham, New York 12110

Description
I was appalled by the content of the super Bowl halftime show. I was watching with my 8 and 10 year old daughters and didn't realize they were going to be exposed to grinding, pole dancing, and crotch close ups during prime time.
Ticket: # 3800204 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:48:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Byron Center, Michigan 49315
Company Complaining About: Comcast

**Description**
Our family was disgusted with the half time show for the super bowl. Fox should be fined for indecency. That display of genitals has to go above the standards for tv shows.
Ticket: # 3800205 - Stripperbowl 2020 Halftime show aka Super Bowl 2020 halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:48:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Waco, Texas 76705

Description
This show was 14 minutes of stripper like vulgarity. I would have been extremely embarrassed to have had my child walk into the room while this was going on. I don't know what was worse, the lack of clothing worn by the performers Shakira humping the stage, or J.Lo pole dancing like a common stripper. This was NOT appropriate for a family friendly show. Not to mention the level of embarrassment felt by those of us watching it at our church pastors house.
Description
I was shocked to view the soft pornography that was on display during last night's show. We were camping and watched on an OTA channel what was not suitable for children! Butt and crotch grabbing and closeup shots, simulated bondage, sex and orgies, stripper pole dancing - certainly not family friendly television!
Ticket: # 3800215 - JLo's disgusting Superbowl performance

Date: 2/3/2020 9:50:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80923

Description
I found it quite disturbing to see JLo's ass and crotch shots on last night's Superbowl performance. We all know she gorgeous but did we really need to subjected to that kind of TV porn especially during a family event watching the Superbowl? Honestly is that what young girls are supposed to think about how they should look & act in public? And that's ok with everyone? Well not ok with me. Please stop putting disgusting girating, crotch grabbing, humping and orgys on public TV during prime time.
Ticket: # 3800220 - Super Bowl 54 half-time act
Date: 2/3/2020 9:52:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Round Rock, Texas 78665
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
I am a fan of the NFL and Fox Sports. What little my family and friend saw of the half-time performance was blatantly vulgar and shameful. We changed the channel half way through Shakira's act, thankfully. Media reports of JLo’s performance are appalling. Please consider upgrading standard for this event which is aimed at a viewing audience of all ages. Thank you.
The Super Bowl halftime show was an atrocity no adult should've been subjected to much less children. Surely they violated many FCC regulations.
Description

Excuse my vulgarity in describing this; however, it is impossible to explain how vulgar this was without vivid descriptions. So.. In no way is it appropriate for a stripper pole; camera zooming in on multiple shots of a barely covered crotch (one of which the woman sat with her legs spread to allow the camera better access to her barely covered vagina); the display of various sex positions (including doggie style where the camera zoomed in to highlight the barely covered vagina and anus)... to be part of an American tradition during Prime Time hours. As an adult, I choose whether to watch a rated R show or movie. My husband and I are not prudes, but are conservative in nature. Neither one of us would willingly attend a striptease. Knowing my grandchildren were watching this sickened me. I do not want my granddaughters thinking they need to be sexual in order to succeed in life. I do not want my grandsons thinking it is okay to view women as objects. Those women are beautiful and talented. The dancing and music was fantastic. J-Lo did not need to do a striptease, pole dance and pose in such outrageous sexual positions for the camera.
Ticket: # 3800232 - Half time super bowl show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:56:06 PM
City/State/Zip: South Jordan, Utah 84009
Company Complaining About: Pepsi

Description
Inappropriate costumes and sexual poses, inappropriate for children who were used on the show with the woman dressed inappropriatel
Ticket: # 3800237 - Half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:56:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Winter Park, Florida 32789
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
I am sure glad my granddaughters did not watch that NFL Superbowl half time show. The image of what was displayed and the message sent to the young public was offensive and abusive. The message was confusing and disturbing. If you do not agree I suggest you have your granddaughters watch the show and see how they imitate the wrong message!
Ticket: # 3800241 - NFL half time was a porn show

Date: 2/3/2020 9:57:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Morristown, New Jersey 07960
Company Complaining About: Optimum

Description
I am appalled at how a television network allowed such a disgusting display of the degrading of women and basically a porn show during the hours of family viewing!!! This has pushed me to boycott this network and the nfl!! Both obviously missed the description of what it is to empower a woman!!! Again it was nothing more than a porn show!!!
Ticket: # 3800244 - 2020 superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 9:58:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Sterling Heights, Michigan 48412
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Lacking decency in attire and dance moves for family entertainment.
Description
I was once again upset to see the half-time show. I believe there should be a rating applied to the show before it is decided if it can be shown as a family exhibit. The NFL has always been a family game to watch with your children. Therefore, the half-time show should be previewed and a rating put on it. Parents need to be able to decide if a P, NC17, or R rating show is suitable for their family. I remember when my boys agreed to watch the super bowl and Janet Jackson exposed her breast. Come on, can we be responsible adults and give a rating. I personally believe every half-time show should be family friendly. If the super bowl is considered for the entire family....then the half-time show should be also. Thanks for listening.
Ticket: # 3800256 - Half time show Superbowl 2020

Date: 2/3/2020 10:02:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Spring, Texas 77379
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Shame on you what an embarrassment for America. Trashy porn with clothes on not okay for kids, families or anyone really totally disgusted. Shame on you for allowing them to get away with this garbage.
Ticket: # 3800263 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 10:04:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Mckinney, Texas 75071
Company Complaining About: Fox Tv

Description
I want to complain about the Super Bowl half time. I am amazed at the talent those women possess and yet the crotch shots and booty angles were unnecessary and made it very inappropriate for children.
Ticket: # 3800268 - Raunchy Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:04:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Thornton, Colorado 80241
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I am appalled by what me and my family saw during the Superbowl Halftime Show. Please see attached pictures I took from my TV. It is vulgar and should not ever be included in a family show. Disgusting!
Ticket: # 3800271 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:04:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Tulsa, Oklahoma 74133

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was just pornography. The NFL and FOX should be fined.
Ticket: # 3800281 - Vulgarity on prime time
Date: 2/3/2020 10:06:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Description
Halftime show during the superbowl
Ticket: # 3800284 - Super Bowl 2020 Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:07:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Indian Harbour Beach, Florida 32937

Description
The entertainment during the 2020 Super Bowl half time show was not suited for children or families. The was at the least, soft porn and not appropriate. These type of shows should be shown in bars, not on TV that children watch. Please, reconsider showing more respectable entertainment, or I will boycott all future shows.
Ticket: # 3800295 - Super Bowl halftime sex show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:11:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Celina, Texas 75009

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was 100% pornography w women mimicking masturbation in close up crotch shots, imitating sex acts with men while twerking with bare bottoms. It objectified women and prostituted children at the end to make it look wholesome, when children should not have even been present. The SB is a family viewing event and even as a woman I had to look away in disgust and embarrassment. This should NEVER happen. The NFL has finally gone too far. They should be sanctioned financially and future shows should be subject to ordinary standards of public decency. Calling this “athleticism” or “a salute to Latinas” is disingenuous and dishonest.
Description
The halftime show for the Superbowl on regular TV and during hours where children are watching...is NOT a time there should be stripper poles, half nakedness, and grabbing crotches... The game was on at 7 pm and it was NOT empowering for women... It was degrading and sad... What about the little women who are watching? It was truly sad...
Description
The halftime show was basically soft core porn shown on primetime TV. J Lo wore extremely revealing, sexual outfits, pole danced, and had backup dancers barely dressed doing clearly sexual gyrating and dances. It's something you'd expect to see at a gentleman's club, not during the biggest spring event of the year with millions of young children watching. What an embarrassment, I would never want my young children, or any four that matter, to be subject to that garbage again. I couldn't even stand to watch it as an adult. Very poor taste, and definitely not planning on watching again in the future.
Description
What a disgusting display of soft porn at the half time show. It's a shame that fix allowed this.
Ticket: # 3800306 - Super Bowl 2020 Half-Time Act

Date: 2/3/2020 10:11:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Grand Prairie, Texas 75052

Description
The Super Bowl's half-time act was NOT family friendly in any way. Repeated crotch shots were shown, and revealing clothing was worn (butt cheeks very visible). Pole dancing on a 7:00 p.m. time slot cannot be considered anything but indecent.
Ticket: # 3800312 - half time
Date: 2/3/2020 10:12:41 PM
City/State/Zip: McDonough, Georgia 30253

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show featuring Shakira & J-Lo was not appropriate for family viewing. It was over-sexualized & objectified women. I am extremely disappointed that this was put forth as acceptable entertainment for a diverse audience.
Ticket: # 3800313 - NFL halftime show obscene
Date: 2/3/2020 10:12:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Louisville, Colorado 80027

Description
This halftime show depicted women pole dancing, grabbing their crotches, shaking their boobs and butts, and extremely suggested ways. It is one thing to pay to go see the show. It is completely another thing to broadcast this into the homes of millions of Americans. Homes were some young man in the room easily observed male role models looking appreciatively at this display and their young impressionable minds being empowered to object if I women. Rooms where young girls watch the boys and men in the room and their reactions, and internalized in subtle ways that the only value women have in the eyes of men is the quality of their equipment. Homes where women and girls are being verbally, emotionally, physically, or sexually abused by men. Homes where families have been impacted by sex addiction, porn addiction, and homes where parents are trying to teach their children a better standard. This was forced upon millions of families in what was it supposed to be family entertainment that was broadcast over free TV during the primetime hour. It was shameful and completely unacceptable.
Ticket: # 3800314 - Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:12:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Sonoma, California 95476

Description
Shakira and JLo and dancers dressed in bondage gear, grabbing their crotches, dancing on poles, you could see their crotches. Disappointed that the FCC would permit this content during family show time hours. We had to have the children go and play in the room. Totally inappropriate. This is ok for their concerts where as an adult we can decide if they go. But to show this it was disappointing. Sent the wrong message to young girls.
Ticket: # 3800315 - SuperBowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:13:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Locust Grove, Virginia 22508

Description
prime time Family friendly BASIC CABLE Super Bowl should NOT have people on Stripper Poles. There was no warning. If this were any other broadcast, a rating warning would have been required beforehand so that I could decide if I wanted my 8 year old daughter and her 6 year old friend watching.
Ticket: # 3800316 - Super Bowl 2020 half time show was needlessly and shamelessly inappropriate

Date: 2/3/2020 10:13:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Niceville, Florida 32578

Description
Strippers and pole dancers during the nationally televised, prime time Super bowl 2020 show are grossly inappropriate. Butt cheeks jiggling are offensive and degrading to females of all ages. Such outrageous behavior causes one to question the validity of the Me Too movement and appears to encourage it.
Ticket: # 3800321 - Indecent SB performance

Date: 2/3/2020 10:13:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Toney, Alabama 35773

Description
The halftime show was entirely inappropriate for a family event such as the Super Bowl football game is supposed to be, let alone the children in physical attendance. Why was that performance deemed appropriate? What choreography would’ve pushed it too far?
Ticket: # 3800324 - Halftime performance

Date: 2/3/2020 10:14:00 PM

City/State/Zip: Chelsea, Alabama 35043

Description
Indecent performance during half time broadcast on cable tv. Females portraying sexuality in an extreme manner. Solution: Minimum requirements for attire/better guidance for appropriate or inappropriate attire
Ticket: # 3800328 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 10:14:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Cheyenne, Oklahoma 73628
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
The half time entertainment was pure pornography and should not be allowed on family entertainment.
Ticket: # 3800336 - The Sexual Exploitation of Women on the Super Bowl Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 10:15:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Sedalia, Missouri 65301

Description
Pay performers, so you can regulate how and to what extent they “perform”. Soft core pornography should NOT be allowed on a prime time sporting event.
Description
My children were watching the Super Bowl when the halftime show started. It was softcore pornography with women gyrating in a sexual manner, the performer spreading her legs and touching her crotch and bending over with her bottom barely covered. It continued with a pole dance and disgusting sexual moves by some of the dancers. I felt certainly a disclaimer should have been made to take children out of the room or turn the channel. This is vile and indecent and an affront to civility.
Ticket: # 3800339 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:17:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Pass Christian, Mississippi 39571
Company Complaining About: Cable One

Description
This was disgusting and soft porn!! I have 2 small grandsons in my home and this is normally a family sports show! I am very disappointed you would show such filth on TV, not at all appropriate!!!
The half time program was appalling. Basically it was a strip club with low class strippers, it was at the best soft porn. This is not acceptable for prime time TV. They all need to be fined heavily, from performers, NFL, Pepsi and anyone who promoted it.
Ticket: # 3800344 - NFL PORN SHOW
Date: 2/3/2020 10:17:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Spartanburg, South Carolina 29307

Description
I think I saw Jennifer Lopez bunghole. The black leather outfit on the stripper pole was not as bad as watching her hang from a pole in a nothing there glitter naked woman pose. This is pornography and the nfl should be ashamed.
Ticket: # 3800347 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:18:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Mcpherson, Kansas 67460

Description
The half time show was equivalent to soft pornography. It seemed inappropriate for public television.
Ticket: # 3800353 - Superbowl Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 10:20:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Pensacola, Florida 32507

Description
Vulgar. What will they do next year to top this? Family friendly anyone?
Ticket: # 3800354 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:20:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Coon Rapids, Minnesota 55448

Description
I am filing a complaint about the indecent halftime show of the Super Bowl game last night. The dance moves were over-sexualized, the costumes were too revealing, and the use of the stripper pole was an outrage. This was not a performance empowering women, but a clear example of how women are objectified and exploited in our society. I demand that the FCC impose fines on those responsible for producing and airing this show on prime time TV, and do all in your power to prevent this type of show from occurring in the future. Thank you!
Ticket: # 3800359 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:21:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Monroe, North Carolina 28110

Description
Porn does NOT belong on television at all let alone prime time family tv. Hunan trafficking is highest during these events. This just fueled those flames. Please stop this from happening again.
Ticket: # 3800360 - Indecent programming

Date: 2/3/2020 10:22:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Dawson Springs, Kentucky 42408

Description
You limit the type of programming that can be on at certain times yet allowed basically porn show during the half time of the super bowl. Fox should be fined for allowing this and they should not be allowed to have things like this again.
Description
This show was way off base for a family, general public TV showing. What has the FCC done? Why of all the WONDERFUL, CREATIVE, HONORABLE, WHOLESOME, FUN, TALENTED, BRILLIANT, PROVOKING AND ENTERTAINING possibilities would you have a pole dancing, booty shaking, humping show on national TV for all ages and all different values from ultra conservative to liberal of all liberals to see? It was very unwise, disgusting, upsetting, in poor taste and really unconscionable of you to do so.
Ticket: # 3800373 - Stop the Public Super Bowl porn
Date: 2/3/2020 10:24:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Bloomfield Gills, Michigan 48304
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
On the most high human trafficking night of the year maybe not feature the sexual exploitation of a woman voluntary or no. If a man tried to do what she did he would be in prison. Protect our women and children and let the Super Bowl be about football.
Ticket: # 3800376 - Super Bowl Halftime Performance

Date: 2/3/2020 10:25:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77079
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description

I don't even know where to begin. I am thankful. My children were in bed and did not witness the so-called “performance” the NFL seems to be family-friendly. The dance moves, and VERY sheer, “barely-there” costumes are appropriate for a strip Club, not for family viewing. I'm shocked and disappointed. You ask me below to describe what could be done to solve my problem. I'll be honest: I'll never watch NFL again, but I do expect FCC to issue a fine to the NFL for allowing such a display of debauchery. Thank you for your time.
Ticket: # 3800377 - Super Bowl Porn...I mean halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 10:25:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Grapevine, Texas 76051

Description
Half time Of the Super Bowl this year was More like porn than entertainment for the family with kids in the room. Pole dancing? Really? Up close camera shots of JLo ‘s nether region? Gag! A simulated orgy on the floor? That should have never happened on my TV
Ticket: # 3800380 - Halftime show Super Bowl

Date: 2/3/2020 10:25:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Edmond, Oklahoma 73034
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Oh my word, I had it on for 20 seconds, turned it off.

Totally inappropriate for the hour shown for children, was simulating sexual activity and near nudity of barely coveted intimate parts, and, the final straw was the stripper pole and gyrations.

Clean this mess up now and put out rules for decency in entertainment in world wide broadcasts originating here.

Fine the NFL for this improper display. Please, the Super Bowl is a family event that the family can’t watch. Please keep it that way.

My problem isn’t Cox or availability, but Fox broadcasting this.
Ticket: # 3800383 - SuperBowl 2020 Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:25:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Roscommon, Michigan 48653

Description
Complaint is re the lewd and inappropriate half time dress and show during the 2020 Super Bowl game. Jennifer Lopez and Shakira gyrated, twerked, and Ms. Lopez did stripper pole act all while wearing the most scanty clothing that they could get away with. Children were watching. Both FOX and the NFL deserve a hefty fine and admonitions.
Ticket: # 3800386 - Indecent Performance Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:26:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Kingston, Tennessee 37763

Description
This year's Super Bowl halftime show repeatedly showed the performer’s scantily clad crotch and backside. Additionally, dance scenes simulating sexual acts are not appropriate for a show that is well known to be watched by families with children of all ages.
Ticket: # 3800387 - Super Bowl Halftime Performance

Date: 2/3/2020 10:26:29 PM  
City/State/Zip: Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160  
Company Complaining About: Super Bowl Broadcasting

Description

Sunday’s halftime performance during the super bowl was nothing short of an indecent strip show. Family TV should be about the game and the fun new commercials. This is ridiculous and the broadcasters should be fined and reprimanded.
Ticket: # 3800393 - Super Bowl Half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:27:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Queensbury, New York 12804

Description
I think the half time show was disgusting and not at all family oriented, as it should be. To have J lo dancing like that and pole dancing in next to nothing clothing, should have been banned. Where is this going to stop? You just keep pushing the envelope!
Description
The half time performance was at best inappropriate. Jennifer Lopez’s outfit and the related camerawork on the crotch shots was improper at best. And then there was pole dancing? There is a time and place for most things and National television at about 7:00 PM is not one of them. Families watch football and the half time show. Please end this disrespectful display and keep it for MA viewing.
Ticket: # 3800398 - Complaint against CBS

Date: 2/3/2020 10:28:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Lafayette, Georgia 30728

Description
The halftime show at the Super Bowl airing 2/2/2020 was indecent and not appropriate for all audiences. I don't feel my children were protected by any warnings of what they would see.
Ticket: # 3800399 - Super Bowl halftime show 2020 indecency

Date: 2/3/2020 10:28:28 PM

City/State/Zip: Aledo, Texas 76008

Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
8:30 pm prime time television: Jennifer Lopez was Indecent in her choice of dress and dancing. It was a performance meant for a strip club and not family viewing television. The NFL and the broadcasting station should be held accountable.
Ticket: # 3800403 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:28:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Tigard, Oregon 97224

Description
Allowing soft porn with stripper poles and assholes being shown when children are watching. Totally inappropriate!!! Jennifer Lopez did not need to bring her stripper movie and outfits to the Super Bowl.

Thanks for supporting porn!
Ticket: # 3800408 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:29:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Mount Horeb, Wisconsin 53572

Description
I am filing a complaint for an indecent, highly sexual, demeaning performance by both Jennifer Lopez and Shakira on a family friendly show at a time when children were watching.
Description
I was disgusted with the lewd, pornographic show at halftime. This was not appropriate programming for our children. Frankly, it was offensive to a lot of adults too, and certainly objectified women.
Ticket: # 3800413 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:30:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Ottawa, Illinois 61350

Description
This performance was pornographic. I am appalled that this was allowed to air. The network and “performers” should be fined! This cannot be allowed to continue. My family turned off the Super Bowl and we will not be turning it back in until we can be sure it is “safe” for us.
Ticket: # 3800416 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:30:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Oran, Missouri 63771

Description
The Super Bowl is a family event, supposedly for all ages. The half time show specifically with J.Lopez on a stripper pole and the constant zooms of her private areas is not appropriate for such an event for children. Her costumes were not appropriate even without the constant zooming.
Ticket: # 3800421 - Superbowl Halftime Show Lewdness

Date: 2/3/2020 10:31:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Stockbridge, Michigan 49285

Description
The Superbowl is an event that families watch together, and the over sexualized halftime show was inappropriate. Lewd dancing, sexual gyration, costumes that revealed everything except breasts and genitalia, combined with camera angles emphasizing the sexual nature of this performance. This was not simply latin dancing, it was unfit for children to be watching and the NFL and Fox broadcast network should not promote such things to young viewers.
Ticket: # 3800424 - NFL Halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:31:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Westport, Maine 04578
Company Complaining About: Consolidated Communications

Description
As a father of 2 teen girls I feel obligated, at this point, to file a complaint as I am at my wits end. That “show” should have been reserved for late night cable TV. It was high inappropriate and frankly I am disgusted that we continue to allow this objectification of women. As a society we are talking out of both sides of our mouths and confusing kids. We need to do better, much MUCH better. Please help put a stop this disgraceful type of behaviour being pushed on our children.
Ticket: # 3800427 - Super bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 10:32:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Bonneau, South Carolina 29431
Company Complaining About: Tds

Description
I am appalled at the JLo pole dancing during halftime when millions of children watching.
Ticket: # 3800429 - Super Bowl halftime show, in particular Jennifer Lopez  

Date: 2/3/2020 10:32:24 PM  
City/State/Zip: Gasport, New York 14067

Description
What are the guidelines for television indecent exposure? If Jennifer Lopez’s pole dance and gyrations showing her butt cheeks and everything “but” her 2 abdominal orifices are not indecent exposure, I don’t know what is. Please look into this display of a sexual performance, especially at a time of evening when many young, impressionable children are watching.
Ticket: # 3800440 - NFL super bowl half time

Date: 2/3/2020 10:34:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Port St Joe, Florida 32456
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I’m sickened by the half time show last night. I was watching my 4 year old and 12 year old daughters. They were appalled and as was I. JLO and shakira are beautiful and talented- but the numerous crotch shots and the grinding on the stripper bowl was beyond my comprehension. Why in the world would this be allowed on national television where children and families all around the world are watching?! Empowering women, it did NOT do. It was appalling and sick.
Ticket: # 3800443 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:35:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
15 minutes of J-Lo and Shakira degrading women, in a sleazy, trashy performance. This was a R-rated performance that no one should of had to endure, especially children. These performers, the NFL, and Pepsi, should be fined.
Ticket: # 3800449 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:36:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Campbell River Bc, California 12345

Description
Jennifer Lopez’s performance was a strip show performed live for children. Absolutely appalling
Ticket: # 3800451 - Super Bowl 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 10:36:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Cerritos, California 90703

Description
Super Bowl is a family affair. Half time show was not appropriate and something needs to be done about it. Fine the performers and sponsors.
Ticket: # 3800455 - Super bowl 2/2/2020
Date: 2/3/2020 10:37:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974

Description
Obscene, pornographic, indecent performance at halftime that directly violated FCC standards given hours and know fact that children would be watching with families.
Ticket: # 3800457 - Halftime show pornography during Super Bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 10:38:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Nashville, Tennessee 37211
Company Complaining About: Antenna

Description
I am a teacher in an elementary school and a mother of a young daughter. That show was totally inappropriate during a nationwide broadcast, knowing how many families watch with their children. Fox and the NFL should be steeply fined and apologize to American families.
Ticket: # 3800469 - Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:39:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80238
Company Complaining About: Comcast

**Description**
This is not entertainment or appropriate on what should be a family friendly program. How does this help us to respect women better during a troubling time of scandals and abuse. I do not care that it was two women who chose to do this. Scantily clad women on strip poles, suggestive Fondling and bending over to show certain body parts does not promote a healthy image of what young girls should think it means to be beautiful and does not teach men how to respect women.
Ticket: # 3800471 - NFL halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:39:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Mena, Arkansas 71953

Description
This was pornography. Period. Unfit for children. Where was your empowerment and protection for women? Why would you allow such performances on primetime television? Where is protection for children? You had an opportunity to provide family friendly entertainment, and you blew it.
Ticket: # 3800476 - Super Bowl HalfTime
Date: 2/3/2020 10:40:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Broken Arrow, Oklahoma 74011

Description
The vagina shots and wardrobe were not family friendly or even TV14. The nakedness and sexual content was disturbing. This is a family show. Not porn!
Ticket: # 3800478 - Indecent Superbowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:40:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Mesa, Arizona 85208

Description
I was forced to turn off the Superbowl Half Time show this year based on the pole dance and indecent exposure of Jennifer Lopez. How was this performance not considered indecent? What a disappointment.
Ticket: # 3800484 - Super Bowl half time
Date: 2/3/2020 10:42:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Conway, Arkansas 72032

Description
The half time show was horrific. From the stripper pole, the vulgar dance moves, the more than half naked dancers and performers. It was degrading to women. It teaches our daughters that this is ok, it teaches our sons that women are objects. This is supposed to be a family show. All morals and decency have been lost. Who us the governing agency to protect against this? It is your job to ensure we can watch a show that doesn't include porn.
Ticket: # 3800485 - Strip show at the Superbowl

Date: 2/3/2020 10:42:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Murrieta, California 92563

Description
Showing JLo crotch to our children during halftime. Also performing sexual acts with me. On stage
Ticket: # 3800493 - Complaint

Date: 2/3/2020 10:44:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Bentonville, Arkansas 72712

Description
Super Bowl halftime show contained sexually explicit content. It was in at a time when young children could be watching. Jlo stuck her uncovered bottom straight into the camera, danced on a stripper pole and she and Shakira both made sexual movements. Inappropriate for the hour. And the setting.
Ticket: # 3800495 - Superbowl Halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:44:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Minden, Iowa 51553

Description
This was not appropriate for children to watch and no warning was given that indecent content would be broadcast during Print time hours.
Ticket: # 3800498 - SuperBowl 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 10:46:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77079

Description
How on earth was the SuperBowl halftime show allowed to air? Live stripping, buttocks on display.... completely disgusting.
Description
I found the content of the Super Bowl half time show distasteful. Having families exposed to such “sexual entertainment” is wrong. Let me say I have no problem with Latina women sharing their culture. The line is crossed when a woman dances on a pole like she’s at a strip club and dances in a very sexual way. The kinds of acts that are shown on the Super Bowl need to be family friendly. This needs to change. I have not seen a truly family friendly act on the Super Bowl in over a decade. It’s wrong to expose families to this kind of “act” that makes women out to be sex objects. As a woman I find this very offensive.
Ticket: # 3800513 - Super Bowl Halftime Show Complaint

Date: 2/3/2020 10:51:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Naples, Florida 34114

Description
I am 28 years old and I am disgusted and embarrassed that this is acceptable for family tv. We are trying to spend family time watching Super Bowl and there's women humping air and dancing on stripper bowls. Do something about this!!!
Ticket: # 3800516 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:52:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Wichita, Kansas 67206
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The performance during the halftime show was completely inappropriate for children under 18 due to the graphic crotch shots, over sexualized gestures and distasteful performing. It was completely unnecessary for two amazing performers to feel the need to perform like that when the Super Bowl is a family TV show. The camera angles and the sexual moves made toward the cameras were completely unnecessary.
Ticket: # 3800525 - Nudity during prime time
Date: 2/3/2020 10:54:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Agoura Hills, California 91301

Description
We were watching the half time, we paused it, before we started it we noticed Shakiras private parts were completely visible. Very uncomfortable with a kids in the room. Watching Superbowl
Ticket: # 3800526 - Super Bowl Halftime Stripper Orgy
Date: 2/3/2020 10:55:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Snellville, Georgia 30078-6715

Description
The Super Bowl Halftime Stripper Sado Masochist Orgy was super inappropriate and indecent for what I thought was supposed to be a family-friendly show. WHY did you allow it? I'm not that easily offended, but man, this was as far as you could go without actual sex acts. Maybe next year. What's wrong with the NFL?
Ticket: # 3800527 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 10:55:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Apex, North Carolina 27539

Description
Jennifer Lopez and Shakira’s performance during the Super Bowl halftime show was borderline porn. I was watching the game with my 11 and 8 year old sons who covered their own eyes during most of the performance. I’m not a bible beater religious person but you’d think some basic decency would exist for a freaking football game that has the entire country watching. The fact that everybody is talking about the halftime show and not the amazing game that was played speaks volumes on the performance. And not in a good way.
Ticket: # 3800529 - Super bowl halftime  2020
Date: 2/3/2020 10:55:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Zanesville, Ohio 43701

Description
Performance was too provocative and sexual. JLo’s ass and crotch in a thong were the main camera angles. Pathetic. Seriously bending over for the tv screen? Not a family hour show. More like a rated r video.
Ticket: # 3800535 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 10:57:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Shreveport, Louisiana 71118
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
J Lo in a stripper pole with barely there clothing was not appropriate for family viewing. The super bowl is watched by people of all ages. It was bad enough that she came out on a pole but I cringed when the crotch shots were in my face. How can this not be considered porn? Was it the producers, the cameramen, JLo, the commissioner, or all of the above who thought this show was appropriate? We are so much better than what was on display last night.
Description
The half time performance was not appropriate for network TV. The super bowl is supposed to be a family friendly show and the half time show was completely inappropriate. No one should have to see bedazzled lady parts sliding across the stage and on a stripper pole on 100 million 55" televisions across the nation. Clean it up.
Ticket: # 3800542 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/3/2020 10:58:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Plainfield, Indiana 46168

Description
Half time performance of crotch shots, strippers, and g-strings with not much else during times when children are known to be watching.
Ticket: # 3800543 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 10:59:16 PM
City/State/Zip: North Port, Florida 34287

Description
Vulgar performance depicting sexual acts very inappropriate for a telecast with young children watching. It was disgusting and should not have aired during the super bowl. A warning of “strong sexual content” should have, at the very least, preceded the performance.
Ticket: # 3800548 - Super bowl half time
Date: 2/3/2020 11:00:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Bountiful, Utah 84011

Description
I think the half time show at the super bowl was inappropriate for the audience. People watch with their families, small children and others. The explicit nature was inappropriate and went too far.
Ticket: # 3800549 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:01:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Tappahannock, Virginia 22560

Description
I was appalled at JLO and her performance. I’m 51, was wild and crazy in my younger days. I am raising a newly turned 14 yo daughter and my husband and I was both speechless. Half naked, stripper pole, crotch shots galore, crotch grabbing. It was disgusting. It was the first Super Bowl and The last super bowl our daughter will watch for a long time. We are raising her to value herself. Not to think she needs to dress raunchy and act trashy to have people like her and our attention to her. JLO is nothing but an attention whore. It’s a shame too, we all liked her before this stunt.
Ticket: # 3800551 - Super Bowl half-time show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:01:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Cotulla, Texas 78014

Description
The show was indecent and totally inappropriate for family viewing, or any viewing other than X-rated venues. Please stop this.
Ticket: # 3800553 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:01:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Roland, Arkansas 72135
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I was very disappointed with the JLo and Shakira halftime performance. It was completely inappropriate since many children were watching it. The “outfits” barely covered their lady parts, and I had to cover my husband's eyes for most of it. This hurts the empowerment of women! Being a stripper (as JLo did on her pole) is not a “career” to be envied! Most women enter the profession out of coercion or are required to be there by their “pimps”. NOT OK! Please do better!
Ticket: # 3800555 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:02:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Orlando, Florida 32806

Description
The Super Bowl Half Time Show was clearly unsuitable for prime time TV. Nationwide, children and young teens are watching the game and show. JLo’s costumes were very small and revealing. And parts of her choreography were designed to reveal even more. Some moves were more sexual than the Jackson/Timberlake stunt. Please take corrective active, fine the producers and monitor prime time programming more closely.
Description
A woman, wearing a bra and thong, gyrating on a stripper pole, while an orgy ensues on the stage, is not a musical performance, it’s pornography on Network TV!!! The biggest football game of the year is American history, a family affair, not an outlet to expose America’s children to activity and behavior that belongs behind the closed doors of a strip club or a couple’s bedroom. This complaint is also in reference to Janet Jackson, Rhianna, Adam Levine and others who use sexual influence on Network television to beg for our attention. FCC, please stand up for your viewers! Demand to bring back the singers with true talent and the bands we’ve enjoyed listening to over the years.
Ticket: # 3800559 - Superbowl 2020 halftime show with Shakira and J Lo

Date: 2/3/2020 11:03:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Spokane, Washington 99224
Company Complaining About: Google

Description
The superbowl halftime show was inappropriate for a general audience of ANY AGE. Sexually explicit material, that encourages women to be seen as nothing more than mere sex objects, and encourages men to treat them that way. This was offensive to women, men, and children. My husband didn't even care to watch because he felt he would be committing adultery on me by watching soft core porn. Dancing with the pole and crotch and butt revealing thongs was extremely vulgar, offensive. As a woman I am very offended that the fcc is allowing this kind of thing on television...the fcc has a job to do
It is to make tv a safe place where children and parents can enjoy tv. This violated nudity laws in my opinion not to mention basic moral decency. ry on me by
Ticket: # 3800565 - Compliant regarding the SUPERBOWL LIV Halftime show on FOX TV

Date: 2/3/2020 11:04:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85015

Description
Hello FCC, I want to file a complaint against Fox Sports, Fox Network and Fox Corporation. During the SuperBowl LIV Pepsi halftime show, Jennifer Lopez and Shakira, who performed at the halftime show, showed sexually explicit material including showing off their butts. There was even one part where a male singer showed off a move appearing to depict grinding on a woman. Please investigate this and impose fines against FOX for this. I also would like the FCC to follow up and I would like the FCC to enact regulations on what can be broadcasted on the SuperBowl. I’m NOT talking about KSAZ TV.
Ticket: # 3800571 - Indecent Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:05:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Olathe, Kansas 66062

Description
There are supposed to be rules limiting indecent content on television during hours that children would be watching. The Superbowl certainly qualifies as a time that children are watching. The halftime show this year was borderline pornographic and completely inappropriate for children. THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.
Description
I am very displeased with the halftime show for this year's Super Bowl. I was uncomfortable with my kids seeing that foolishness and was embarrassed myself. As a re year old woman, I applaud Shakira and Jennifer Lopez for being in amazing shape and having great voices, but that show was 100% about sex and NOT even remotely family friendly. The producers of these performances should be more concerned about actual musical performances and not pushing more sexualization on an already over sexualized society. Shame, shame, shame.
Ticket: # 3800574 - NFL halftime “show”
Date: 2/3/2020 11:05:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Medina, Tennessee 38355

Description
That poor excuse for entertainment was televised porn plain and simple. My children had to leave the room and we wound up changing the channel we were so disgusted and didn’t even turn it back. My daughters will not think they need to be over sexualized and promiscuous to be loved and sons will not think women are to behave in that way or to expect or sexualize women. It’s become clear that the NFL is not family friendly and we are going to find a different sport for our family to enjoy together.
Ticket: # 3800575 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:05:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Eden, North Carolina 27288

Description
I feel as though the half time show with Shakira and JLo was too inappropriate for family television. My 11 year old daughter was very uncomfortable by the continuous “crotch shots” of both of these women. The camera angles turned this sexy show into porn.
Ticket: # 3800579 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:06:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28226

Description
The halftime show for this super bowl was vulgar and nothing short of soft porn. Totally inappropriate for a game that is widely viewed by families. We need more family-friendly content for halftime shows moving forward
Ticket: # 3800583 - Superbowl halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 11:07:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Inola, Oklahoma 74036

Description
Since when does the NFL support strippers and pole dancing? And there camera men sure took a lot of crotch shots. Had to send the kids out of the room.
Description
I found the Super Bowl Halftime show vulgar, disrespectful of women, and indecent for children. There were families with children and grandchildren who gathered as a celebration to watch this game. Crotch shots, pole dancing, and simulated masturbation were totally unnecessary for this event...... leave it R rated entertainment venues and NOT for family TV.
The NFL needs to really believe their “concern” for sex trafficking while exploiting women during that performance.
Cutting edge entertainment doesn’t have to be vulgar!
Ticket: # 3800593 - Super bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:09:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Spring Hill, Tennessee 37174

Description
What I’m the name of decency was that??? I do not subscribe to The Playboy Channel, we do not buy porn for $20 a flick, we simply wanted to sit down as a family and watch the Super Bowl. God forbid we expected to watch football and a quick concert but instead had our eyes molested. Shame on you all for allowing that to infiltrate our homes. JLo’s movie Hustlers was rated R so since when is rated R viewing allowed on network TV at 7/8:00pm? On the one day of the year that child sex trafficking is at its worst, you allow the glorifying of orgies, sexual exploits of women and pole dancing to be front and center. By the 4th crotch shot, I had smoke billowing from my head. Do better and be better!
Ticket: # 3800601 - X Rated Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:10:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Litchfield Park, Arizona 85340
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
That was not entertainment! It was a trashy pornographic exploitation of women and a horrible example for young girls. I called it the crotch and booty show! Disgusting!
Ticket: # 3800610 - Super Bowl 2020 Halftime program

Date: 2/3/2020 11:14:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Rimrock, Arizona 86335
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
This form of entertainment needs to stay on the pay per view channels, not available to children and teens. This degraded women. Time to fine the network, NFL and the performers for their actions.
Ticket: # 3800611 - Super Bowl Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 11:15:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043

Description
Elements of the halftime show were within the realm of pornography. Unhealthy portrayal of females. Especially for children. Deserves a hefty fine in my estimation.
Ticket: # 3800623 - Inappropriate Halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:17:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Wayne, Indiana 46818
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
My family was so excited to watch the Super Bowl and the half time show. We turned off the halftime show w/in 30 seconds. It was VERY sexual. My complaint is that the halftime show was not family friendly or appropriate. Should have been rated R!
Ticket: # 3800626 - Super bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:18:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Wellston, Oklahoma 74881
Company Complaining About: Fox

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was not appropriate for general audiences. That type of content containing sexual movements, stripper poles, and barely dressed people should not be broadcast on regular television at a time when children around the country are glued to the television. It was neither the appropriate time or place, and I'm shocked and disappointed that it was allowed to air.
Ticket: # 3800631 - Super bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:19:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Sandy, Utah 84070

Description
The halftime show for the NFL crossed too many lines for decency. Stripper poles, sexual suggestive dancing as well as at one point a shot of a women's crotch and rear end are just a few of the indecent shots on TV. The NFL and Fox should be fined for showing what they did during prime time TV.
Ticket: # 3800632 - Half time show at Super Bowl on February 2020

Date: 2/3/2020 11:19:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Green Bay, Wisconsin 54302

Description
It is very disturbing that the Super Bowl halftime show is not family friendly and I need to turn off my TV to prevent my pre teen son from viewing nearly pornographic display of inappropriate movements and gestures of scantily dressed women. Please demand that these shows return to a rated G classification so we can all enjoy the games. This includes the commercials!!
Ticket: # 3800639 - Super bowl halftime show 2020
Date: 2/3/2020 11:21:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilton, New York 12831
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Super Bowl halftime show was completely inappropriate. I’m furious that Fox would ever let that air. Women’s practically naked crotches zoomed in on! A stripper pole! Is this the twilight zone? Way to not objectify women! This is not empowering in any way, this is sad. Out of the mouths of babes- My 11 year old son said- “mom, don’t they know kids are watching?”
Ticket: # 3800640 - Superbowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:21:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Mcminville, Oregon 97128

Description
Just a piece of cloth away from being a porno, it was disrespectful and degrading to women, absolutely disgusting and i had to have the kids leave the room to protect them.
Ticket: # 3800644 - Pepsi SuperBowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:22:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Trout Lake, Washington 98650

Description
The show teaches girls that sexual exploitation is okay in our culture. Pepsi is endorsing the sexualization of minors prepping them for trafficking, porn industry and being used by others.
Description
There are a multitude of studies that prove that the type of content featured during the Superbowl Halftime Show is harmful to children. Even though everything about the marketing, promotion, production, and air time of the Superbowl communicated that it was intended for all audiences, it was not and we had to turn off our television. The fact that the content of a prime time program directly harms 25% of the U.S. population is unacceptable. Children are not second-class citizens and have the right to be secure in their own homes, free from harmful intrusion. Children are powerless to enforce these rights and rely on the adults (FCC) in their lives to ensure their safety and well-being.
Ticket: # 3800653 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:25:51 PM
City/State/Zip: White Lake, Michigan 48386

Description
Not only was the half time show completely inappropriate for any young audience but it should be considered pornography. Both acts and the NFL should be fined.
Ticket: # 3800657 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:27:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Pelican Rapids, Minnesota 56572

Description
The halftime show was, although an amazing show portraying two stunning and talented women, completely inappropriate for prime time television when it is known that kids will be watching. My young children should not have to see women bending over to show their rear ends on the screen, men and women gyrating against each other, or pole dancing. It was a phenomenal performance that I personally would love to watch, but not during prime time with many children watching. My children deserve to preserve their innocence for longer than 4-11 years.
Description
The entire Halftime Show was over the top for family viewing.

Enough said.
Ticket: # 3800662 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:28:39 PM
City/State/Zip: McCormick, South Carolina 29835

Description
Thoroughly distasteful, pornographic. Empowering women? Hardly. Exploitation
Ticket: # 3800664 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:29:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Cincinnati, Ohio 45243

Description
JLos pole dancing and barely there outfit was inappropriate for tv. Kids were watching. She should be fined.
Ticket: # 3800666 - Super Bowl half-time show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:29:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066

Description
This show was so inappropriate and disgusting with lewd acts and partial to almost full nudity and shown during a supposedly family-friendly event, in a time frame that is early evening and X-rated!! I feel the NFL should be heavily fined and made aware of the fact that this will not be acceptable in the future for children to see and also adults who are not entertained by porn. I expect a reply.
Ticket: # 3800673 - Porn as halftime show of superbowl

Date: 2/3/2020 11:32:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Leander, Texas 78641
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Children are watching during this iconic sporting event. The pornographic halftime show was wildly inappropriate for your eyes. Pathetic.
Ticket: # 3800674 - Superbowl Half Time

Date: 2/3/2020 11:32:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Holland Patent, New York 13354
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
The displays of provocative dancing, sleazy costumes, grinding against one another, hand gestures was an illegal display of obscene behavior. It was unnecessary during primetime and needs to be punished.....
Ticket: # 3800679 - Super bowl

Date: 2/3/2020 11:35:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Rosedale, Indiana 47874

Description
The half time show should be way more family friendly than the pornography we saw last night. Disgusting and disgraceful.
Ticket: # 3800681 - Obscene Super Bowl Halftime Shows

Date: 2/3/2020 11:36:07 PM  
City/State/Zip: Centennial, Colorado 80122  
Company Complaining About: Nfl

Description
The 2020 Super Bowl Halftime was lewd and disrespectful to decent people. Action must be taken to prevent this type of Broadcast in the future. The FCC should be ashamed, the NFL should be ashamed and the league should be fined and punished. Children were exposed to crotch shots, almost naked exploitation of women and lewd and suggestive behavior reserved for late night porn channels. Shameful.
The halftime show of the super bowl was not family friendly. A half dressed woman pole dancing is not appropriate for young viewers during prime time. As a woman, I was disgusted to see an act that we typically regard as denigrating to women on a show that we know families are watching. This was pornography!
Ticket: # 3800695 - Super Bowl—should have been deemed Xrated

Date: 2/3/2020 11:41:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Richmond, Virginia 23238

Description
This half-time show was absolutely vulgar and pornographic in nature and on prime time TV. It also was very degrading to women and it also sent a mixed message in a world where we have a huge problem sex trafficking, yet the NFL states it is against it and had a campaign prior to the game, called It’s a penalty. STOP allowing such trash to be shown.
Ticket: # 3800703 - Superbowl LIV Halftime Performance

Date: 2/3/2020 11:43:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Tukwila, Washington 98188

Description
Please watch the performance by Jennifer Lopez and Shakira at this year's Superbowl Halftime performance. Scantily clad Jennifer shows her butt to the world with barely a thin piece of cloth covering. There were simulated sex acts, gyrating, grinding, and WAY too much camera time spent on their crotches. AND, they had children participate in this! It is a known fact that the Superbowl is a family themed event and material like this should not be shown during that time. Isn't that a law??
The performance for the Super Bowl half time show was completely inappropriate, for everyone. It was tasteless and horrible. Our young son came in as Shakira was grabbing her vagina and dancing like a stripper. How in earth is this what we want our children and everyone watching?? Only thing I can think is that so many people watch porn online and compared to that, these slutty dancers are nothing. It was awful and offensive.
Ticket: # 3800712 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:44:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Gilbert, South Carolina 29054

Description
Can we as parents have the halftime show rated in the future so that we can be sure before a pole dancer is on our screens that we can remove our children from the room? There is human trafficking at an alarming rate taking place outside that event so I do not see this as an empowering thing. My daughter doesn't need to see a girl on a pole to be empowered & my son doesn't need to see a girl on a pole period. Just please either keep it PG or announce the rating change before so we can make changes accordingly. Thank you.
Ticket: # 3800721 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:47:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Kissimmee, Florida 34741

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show that aired last night was not family friendly. The show was degrading to women. The amount of crotch shots, twerking, belly dancing, and indecent stripper pole dancing should never have been allowed to air as part of this show that is watched by parents and their children. As a woman, I’m offended that we are still in this day and age treated as sex objects for entertainment.
Ticket: # 3800722 - Halftime

Date: 2/3/2020 11:47:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Brookville, Ohio 45309
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
Super bowl Sunday turned into a porn show. Women on poles and grabbing their vaginas all while the cameras just kept focus on their ass or vaginitis. I've never been so disgusted and disappointed. Get a performer who doesn't have to sell sexuality to get ratings
Ticket: # 3800726 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/3/2020 11:48:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Midland, Guam 31820
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
We looked forward to the entire Super Bowl experience, including the halftime show. We were shocked to see the movements involved in the dances, the stripper pole, the lack of appropriate clothing, children on stage participating, and ultimately what seemed like a frenzied sex party centered around the stripper pole while Jennifer Lopez performed on the pole. There were children in this show! Children!!!
Ticket: # 3800730 - Morally depraved Super Bowl half time entertainment

Date: 2/3/2020 11:51:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Olathe, Kansas 66062

Description
I am so disappointed and disgusted by the NFL and Fox TV allowing a pornographic half time performance by Jennifer Lopez. This was horrible for families and disgusting for anyone to have to watch. The NFL should not allow Jay-Z’s company to provide the entertainment because this is the type of degrading to women kind of show you will get! Look at the vulgar language his own songs have. This is truly disappointing and disgusting. The FCC needs to penalize both of these organizations and prevent this kind of thing from happening again!
Ticket: # 3800734 - NFL Halftime with my ten year old
Date: 2/3/2020 11:52:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Orem, Utah 84058

Description
I did not expect the tv show rating to change at halftime at the super bowl without warning. If content was to be substantially different than I should have been warned before my daughter saw scenes that are not TV-7.
Ticket: # 3800735 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:52:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Omaha, Nebraska 68134

Description
Absolutely inappropriate sexualized content in Prime time.
Ticket: # 3800739 - Superbowl half time show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:53:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Louis, Missouri 63146

Description
I was deeply disappointed in the half time show on Sunday. I feel where the performers are talented singers, shaking their private parts on camera where children and families are viewing was offensive. There have been some great performers that don’t have to go to these lengths to get viewership. In a day when most women want empowerment this performance, in my opinion, cheapened this movement by showing that women strut their “stuff” is entertainment. Please consider limiting this kind of performance to viewers during prime time programming.
Ticket: # 3800741 - Super Bowl half time was mature TV and not advertised at such
Date: 2/3/2020 11:54:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Highland, Utah 84003

Description
The super bowl half time show was soft pornography. My 12 year old daughter along with her
cousins was in the room to watch it. They all walked out. If you are going to allow such filth during
the super bowl, then you need to advertise it as rated TV mature. There is NO way you would allow
that kind of dancing and nudity on any other show that was for the general public.
Description
The Super Bowl halftime show included pole dancing, over-the-clothes genitalia rubbing, and too many instances of partial nudity to count. Standards should be given to Super Bowl organizers and fines issued if standards are not met.
Ticket: # 3800754 - Superbowl half-time show
Date: 2/3/2020 11:59:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Hamden, Connecticut 06514

Description
Jennifer Lopez's half time performance at the Superbowl was offensively lewd, and more like a strip show than anything appropriate for "family time" television.
I urge the FCC to take action against the network.
Ticket: # 3800759 - Superbowl
Date: 2/4/2020 12:03:38 AM
City/State/Zip: Ankeny, Iowa 50021
Company Complaining About: Mediacom

Description
Halftime show was way to sexual. In a room full of teenage boys...watching football....I was so embarrassed as a mother. And as a woman. Singing and playing instruments is fine. The lingerie outfit are not. Really, buttress chaps/sheer tights. Not cool.
You should be ashamed of yourself.
Description
I was outraged at the blatant sale of sex during the Super Bowl halftime show. It was indecent and shameful. Do your job and get this pornography off of television.
Ticket: # 3800765 - Indecency programming on television at a time when children are viewing.

Date: 2/4/2020 12:06:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Crockett, Texas 75835

Description
The halftime show of super bowl was not appropriate for all ages of viewing audience. A disappointment for sure.
Description
According to the FCC, Federal law prohibits obscene, indecent and profane content from being broadcast on the radio or TV. The FCC has rules about decency on network television between certain hours when children are watching. It is well established that children are watching during the Super Bowl. If seeing Jennifer Lopez in a sheer costume that outlined every curve and just barely covered her lady parts isn't considered "indecent," then porn would be allowed on television.
Ticket: # 3800777 - Fox and NFL violating decency rules during Super Bowl half time

Date: 2/4/2020 12:12:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Cedar Hills, Utah 84062

Description
Please fine Fox and the NFL for violating broadcasting standards of decency during their Super Bowl half time show. I was horrified when I saw the dancing performances that were supposed to be family friendly. My 2 year old did not pay any attention to the football but he was glued to the tv when the extremely sexual dancing was on. We could not successfully turn him around and had to change the channel. Honestly, I was disgusted anyway. Please give Fox and the NFL for broadcasting indecent entertainment when they knew it was during an hour and it was a show that children would be watching. Also, they violated your standards.
Description
The half time show was disgusting and entirely inappropriate for prime time viewing. The NFL should be fined.
Ticket: # 3800790 - Inappropriate Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/4/2020 12:21:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Newbury Park, California 91320
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
The overly sexualized half time show at the Super Bowl was inappropriate for any child watching under the age of 14. I had 2 in my home. Fine Jenifer Lopez & Shakira, for portraying an R rated performance.
Ticket: # 3800793 - Super Bowl Halftime Show with J Lo
Date: 2/4/2020 12:21:48 AM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32223

Description
J Lo’s outfit or lack of I should say, as well as the pole dance and close ups of her crotch and buttocks was profane. We had a 10 & 15 yr old boys in the room and it was not family friendly. This is not what we expected nor appreciate. They should be fined and punished for the indecency on a major broadcast channel.
Description
The Super Bowl LIV Halftime performance by Jennifer Lopez and Shakira was offensive and inappropriate due to its sexual nature. The network that aired this should be fined, as well as the Commissioner of the NFL. Additionally, Jennifer Lopez and Shakira should be fined for their offensive behavior—especially in front of children.
Ticket: # 3800798 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/4/2020 12:24:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Commack, New York 11725
Company Complaining About: Fox

Description
Offensive content. We don't need strippers and hookers at a football game.
Ticket: # 3800806 - Halftime show

Date: 2/4/2020 12:28:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Decatur, Alabama 35603

Description
The halftime show was incredibly distasteful!! In a #metoo culture why would you allow women to be objectified?? Clothing and vulgar dancing at the Super Bowl was disgusting!!
Ticket: # 3800807 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/4/2020 12:29:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Fairmount, Indiana 46928

Description
I found the half time show to be unacceptable for viewing by children. It was not enjoyable. It should not have been shown.
Ticket: # 3800809 - 2020 Super Bowl Half-Time Performance
Date: 2/4/2020 12:30:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57105
Company Complaining About: Local Tv Station

Description
My husband and I, as well as our 23-y/o son, thought the halftime performance crossed the line in a big way. In this world of the “Me Too” movement and sex trafficking, this performance was distasteful and trashy. It was downright vulgar. What has happened to class???
Ticket: # 3800816 - Sexual nature of 2020 Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/4/2020 12:32:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Franklin, Tennessee 37068

Description
I want to voice my concern over the sexual content of the Super Bowl Half Time show during prime time, while millions of children and youth were watching. Including rope and stripper pole, scantily dressed performers, crotch grabbing, camera shots of J Lo’s barely covered vagina are not acceptable for minors and quite frankly, offensive to me as a woman. There were no minors watching with us, but this display on a network did not allow parents to choose what their children could view prior to the presentation. To the best of my knowledge, there was no rating to the performance to allow parents to monitor what their children were exposed to. This was inappropriate and irresponsible, in my opinion. We can do better than this for our youngest, most vulnerable generation.
Ticket: # 3800819 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/4/2020 12:32:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Poulsbo, Washington 98370

Description
The half time show was over serialized and inappropriate for family viewing. Way way too graphic for young viewers. You should demand a full dress rehearsal prior to the actual performance.
Description
The super bowl half time was so embarrassing to watch I had to turn away! I do not want to see almost naked women on stripper poles or girls in cages! I really thought Jenn was better than this & to have her daughter in the middle of it was sad! Where have our values gone? I expect better from them and Fox! Quit trying to shove porn on us! We don't want it!
Halftime in Super Bowl was a disgrace. It was borderline porn, it was horrific, it was wildly inappropriate to air on a family football game. My little siblings literally left the room because they knew better than to be exposed to that sex you promoted in a time that sex trafficking needs to be stopped. I’ve never been more embarrassed to live in this country.
Ticket: # 3800827 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/4/2020 12:34:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Hensley, Arkansas 72065

Description
The halftime show for the Super Bowl was not appropriate for all audiences. The clothing, gyrations, camera angles (close up of female body parts), and pole dancing was not PG nor even PG13. This should have come with an “R” rating which should disqualify it from the Super Bowl which should be appropriate for all ages. Pole dancing was
Ticket: # 3800832 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/4/2020 12:37:44 AM
City/State/Zip: Mingo Junction, Ohio 43938
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The Superbowl Halftime show was not appropriate for family viewing. The costumes worn by Jennifer Lopez along with her pornographic dancing and the up close camera angles were very inappropriate for this type of venue and television program. I had to send my children away after I realized it was getting worse by the second. At one point Jlo’s crotch was directly in the camera. Disgusting. How can this be ok??
Ticket: # 3800836 - Indecent half time televised from Superbowl

Date: 2/4/2020 12:41:18 AM
City/State/Zip: Odessa, Texas 79764

Description
Allowing airing of Shakira and J-Lo's 'soft porn' exhibitions during prime time violates community decency standards! The almost continual shots of the women's vaginal/anal areas was gross, at best. I had a 3-year old, 5-year old, and 8 year old who didn't understand why they were whisked from the room. The back up dancers were obscene, as well. A huge fine for the network, to hopefully prevent a recurrence, would be highly appropriate!
Ticket: # 3800842 - Disgusting Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/4/2020 12:43:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Jackson, Ohio 45640

Description
The halftime show of the Super Bowl this year was lude, vulgar, and raunchy, and most definitely inappropriate for a program that has so many children watching. The main performers were very scantily clad and were doing pelvis thrusts while the camera zoomed in for crotch shots multiple times throughout the entire performance. And the highlight was Jlo on a stripper pole. This had absolutely no place on primetime TV and most assuredly not when they KNEW thousands of children would be watching. Shameful.
Description
The performance by Jennifer Lopez at the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show was inappropriate for the families that watch the Super Bowl together. Specifically, the extent to which her buttocks and crotch were exposed was well beyond a PG rating.
Ticket: # 3800846 - Disgusting Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/4/2020 12:44:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Jackson, Ohio 45640

Description

The halftime show of the Super Bowl this year was lude, vulgar, and raunchy, and most definitely inappropriate for a program that has so many children watching. The main performers were very scantily clad and were doing pelvis thrusts while the camera zoomed in for crotch shots multiple times throughout the entire performance. And the highlight was Jlo on a stripper pole. This had absolutely no place on primetime TV and most assuredly not when they KNEW thousands of children would be watching. Shameful.
Ticket: # 3800847 - Super Bowl Halftime
Date: 2/4/2020 12:45:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Des Moines, Washington 98198
Company Complaining About: None

Description
There is nothing wrong with my TV but your website makes it impossible to file an indecency complaint. So, I will force the complaint through this portal and ask you forward to the correct office. I was highly offended and disgusted by the Fox Network February 2, 2020 Super Bowl Half time broadcast. It was inappropriate for general audiences. The half-time performance was middle age women lip synching to 1990 high energy music while conducting pole dancing, hip gyrations but worst, was the tongue fluttering indicative of a sexual performance as well as JLo wearing only a strap covering her vagina. At one one, JLo did splits in to the camera with only this narrow strap blocking the viewing audience from her vagina. The show was obscene, disgusting, and inappropriate for all audiences. This performance should have been shown perhaps in Vegas or on an online porn site but not broadcast on a Sunday between 9AM-10PM to a national TV audience. Fox, the NFL and the performers should be fined and band from further performances.
Ticket: # 3800851 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/4/2020 12:48:51 AM
City/State/Zip: Brownfield, Texas 79316

Description
This show was pornographic, totally inappropriate for children/families. It was aired in prime time and was something you would see in a strip club. The crotch shots were disgusting!
Ticket: # 3800859 - Shakira / JLo half time performance.
Date: 2/4/2020 12:56:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Fayetteville, Arkansas 72704

Description
The repeated crotch shots during the halftime show were disgusting and inappropriate to have on TV before 9:00 when most children are in bed. The entire show objectified women and supported that talent means nothing but being promiscuous and disrespecting women everywhere. My 11 year olds asked “mom why do they keep staying at that low camera angle - and why are they tweeting in front of those kids that are part of the show”. Even a child could see there was clearly something wrong with the amount of grinding and crotch shots going on. Disgusting!!
Ticket: # 3800862 - Super bowl halftime 2020
Date: 2/4/2020 1:01:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Wenatchee, Washington 98801

Description
Network needs to be fined for indecent show. We had to turn it off, or grandchildren were present.
Ticket: # 3800867 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/4/2020 1:04:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Saratoga Springs, Utah 84045

Description
Halftime show was more than inappropriate! Not family friendly. Had to turn it off because it was a strip show! Sex should be sold during prime time!!!
Ticket: # 3800868 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/4/2020 1:05:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Encinitas, California 92024
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
My 3 year old was watching!! The half time show was rated r. This is not acceptable.
Ticket: # 3800872 - Superbowl
Date: 2/4/2020 1:09:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Tiffin, Ohio 44883

Description
That shameful display should not go unpunished! Just because they are "stars" doesn't mean they're exempt from their indecency corrupting children! This wasn't a latenite cable show with strippers. It was a primetime sporting event that children are interested in. Everyone involved should be ASHAMED!
Ticket: # 3800878 - Superbowl 2020 Half-Time Performance

Date: 2/4/2020 1:13:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Concord, California 94521

Description
Jennifer Lopez and Shikera costumes were against common decency for family viewing, especially men and boys. Very derogatory way of presenting women. Where there complaints from the "#Meetoo " movement, once again woman being portrayed as the "prey" or "to be used " by men. Next time put family friendly entertainment as you have done in prior half time performances. The acts should entertain not offend, or degrade.
Ticket: # 3800889 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/4/2020 1:23:26 AM

City/State/Zip: Goodyear, Arizona 85395

Company Complaining About: Fox

Description
The Super Bowl show was not okay for children to watch. I thought it was quite over the top and something I didn't enjoy as an adult. I felt it was my son's first exposure to the soft porn and was very sad that you would allow it. PLEASE enforce some standards. Thanks!
Ticket: # 3800895 - superbowl 2020
Date: 2/4/2020 1:25:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Torrance, California 90059

Description
The half-time show for superbowl 2020 was vulgar and inappropriate for family viewing. Crotch grabbing, strip pole dancing, etc.
Ticket: # 3800900 - Super Bowl Strip Show

Date: 2/4/2020 1:29:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Kerrville, Texas 78028

Description
The super bowl half time shows have GOT to be changed. No sex period. You are part of the problem with kids turning into horrible adults. Get your shit together.
Ticket: # 3800901 - Vulgar Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/4/2020 1:30:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Clinton, Mississippi 39056

Description
That "Bourbon Street at Midfield" display was in NO WAY suited for family viewing. Not only was there not a disclaimer to encourage parents to remove their children, there were CHILDREN in the show itself which was nothing less than sexual gestures, risque costumes, and camera angles that sought to expose what little was covered. FOX Sports should be fined for this exploitation of women!
Tick
et: # 3800904 - Sexual Content during Prime Time

Date: 2/4/2020 1:31:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Laramie, Wyoming 82070

Description
The sexual content of the Super Bowl halftime show was inappropriate for prime time family viewing. This includes costumes that revealed much of the women's buttocks, sexually suggestive poses and dances, and camera angles toward the women's crotches with legs spread open. Solve this by ensuring that costumes, performances, and production of the event can be safely watched by children and teens!
Ticket: # 3800907 - Indecent content, Superbowl halftime show.

Date: 2/4/2020 1:32:48 AM  
City/State/Zip: Visalia, California 93292

Description
The halftime show during the Superbowl was obscene in it's content and inappropriate for a daytime audience. There is no way I could keep watching personally and would have been horrified if my children were present.
Ticket: # 3800908 - Super bowl 2020 halftime show

Date: 2/4/2020 1:32:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Flowood, Mississippi 39232

Description
This was highly inappropriate for children and young adults watching during prime time tv. Very disappointed in the vulgar dancing, lack of clothing, camera angles zoomed in on female parts, pole dancing and on and on.
Ticket: # 3800909 - Super bowl 2020 halftime show
Date: 2/4/2020 1:33:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Flowood, Mississippi 39232

Description
This was highly inappropriate for children and young adults watching during prime time tv. Very disappointed in the vulgar dancing, lack of clothing, camera angles zoomed in on female parts, pole dancing and on and on.
The wardrobe choice for halftime show was over the top embarrassing. My girls couldn’t believe it. They are 13 and 10 years old. How can they top that? This is show prior to 8 pm, come on
Ticket: # 3800915 - NFL halftime performance
Date: 2/4/2020 1:38:19 AM
City/State/Zip: Arvada, Colorado 80004
Company Complaining About: Unknown

Description
Indecent dress and screen shots for a family watching the super bowl - needed better screening and thought considering the ages of viewers and sexual nature of performances
Ticket: # 3800919 - SuperBowl Halftime was pornographic in nature

Date: 2/4/2020 1:40:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Portland, Oregon 97230

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was not family friendly. It was pornographic in nature. As a grown adult that is something I don’t want to watch. EVER!
Ticket: # 3800922 - Super bowl half time
Date: 2/4/2020 1:46:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Yukon, Oklahoma 73099
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I'm sure I don't need to tell you. It was NOT appropriate for family friendly tv. Kids are watching. We WILL NEVER watch the super bowl as a family again after this years half time. If you can't respect my family, I won't support your game.
Description
The over sexualized nature of the “dancing” during the 2020 Superbowl half time show was highly offensive and demeaning as well as EXTREMELY inappropriate for children during normal television viewing hours. Please review and fine those responsible for this including Jennifer Lopez.
Ticket: # 3800931 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/4/2020 1:53:20 AM
City/State/Zip: Patriot, Ohio 45658
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This is totally unacceptable!!!! Jaylo basically nude on the stage. Dancing one a stripper pole and any apparent orgy depicted below her. Wow the NFL keeps digging a deeper and deeper hole. The camera focused on her barely covered crotch the whole show. Completely unacceptable for tv. What a poor role model for young girls. Shame on Pepsi, NFL, and Fox for allowing this vulgar scene on public tv!!!!!
Ticket: # 3800934 - Half-time Porn Show
Date: 2/4/2020 1:53:57 AM
City/State/Zip: Crestwood, Kentucky 40014

Description
I walked into a room of children’s eyes glued to a tv to watch the sexualization of women. Every few seconds, the camera zoomed in a a woman’s crotch, barely covered by clothing. J. Lo’s ass crack with a black leather strip covering her hole. What a shame that the NFL and ratings succumb to the overt sexualization in the name of “entertainment”. Who is your audience and who are you trying to protect? You can solve this problem by explicitly stating upfront that all entertainment is for ALL family who gather together to watch the Super Bowl. That the entertainers are expected and required to cover their “swimsuit areas” and that cameramen avoid getting their hardons by not zooming in on a woman’s genetalia.
Description
Why is it allowed, even promoted, to dress sexually and dance provocatively on national television when we all know children are watching!?
Ticket: # 3800942 - Super Bowl Halftime JLo / Shakira

Date: 2/4/2020 1:56:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
Company Complaining About: Comcast

**Description**
The halftime show this year was highly inappropriate. Crotch shots, a woman writhing on a pole...you expect these things in a strip club not on the field of a major football game watched by families with children in the room. The performers should be ashamed, the NFL should be ashamed, and the FCC should take action.
Description
The half time show was super raunchy and inappropriate for the majority of the viewing audience during prime time. I can't believe that the fcc allowed this during the super bowl and around 7pm when tons of people including children who did not want to, or should not, see that. It was like a tacky stripper act! It was ridiculous when Jennifer Lopez slid her crotch into the camera and wiggled her finger onto her vagina! My kids and grand kids were watching!! empowering to anything or anyone, my ass. You guys should be charged with a crime and sued. My family won't be watching next year. Shame on you!
Ticket: # 3800944 - Super Bowl 1/2 time show
Date: 2/4/2020 1:57:31 AM
City/State/Zip: Benton, Tennessee 37307

Description
Should have more strict guidelines. It was like watching a PORn show and was not appropriate for family. We were showing this at a church youth function and was totally embarrassed for doing so. It could have been just as good without the pole and with more clothing on and not so much “gyrating”. We love her we love Dan I g and cut clothes but that was too far!
Description
The 2020 Super Bowl halftime show was denigrating to women and totally inappropriate for a traditional family entertainment program. FOX allowed women to be used in vulgar, disgusting ways. I don’t care what adults do in private, but such public sexual displays harm all women. FOX & the NFL have a responsibility to society and have failed miserably. Please punish them to curtail future abuse of women at these great sporting events.
Description
That Super Bowl Halftime performance bordered on nudity, pornography and filth. You do realize it "X" rated but available to all ages? Shame on you.
Ticket: # 3800973 - Superbowl half time
Date: 2/4/2020 2:17:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Riverside, California 92503

Description
The dancing was pornographic, not fit for television ESPECIALLY a show that is considered family. Enforce FCC rulings!!!! And decency standards
Ticket: # 3800977 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/4/2020 2:22:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Tacoma, Washington 98407

Description
JLo’s pole dance was utterly inappropriate for an audience of children. Further, her garment entirely revealed her buttocks and possibly even genitalia.

Is this appropriate for America’s easily influenced children? We hope not.

Sincerely,

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 3800983 - Superbowl Porn
Date: 2/4/2020 2:34:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Waco, Texas 76710
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
The half-time show had provocative scenes, dancing on pole, showing butt cheeks and zooming in on the crotch area. We have two daughters, 6 and 2, that were exposed to that porn imagery. Those type of performances should be banned from events that children are watching.
Ticket: # 3800985 - Super Bowl halftime performance

Date: 2/4/2020 2:34:49 AM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92109

Description
The halftime performance at the Super Bowl last night (February 2, 2020) was vulgar and inappropriate for a prime time viewing audience. Families watch the Super Bowl together. Please work with the NFL to ensure future Super Bowl shows can be enjoyed by all ages. Thank you
Ticket: # 3800988 - Nfl halftime show
Date: 2/4/2020 2:40:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Platte City, Missouri 64079

Description
The NFL 2020 halftime show was WAY to provocative. Showing a striptease dance and so much crotch shots I was assmahed to let my kids watch. There is a time and place for that and this was just absolutely tacky and grossly done for a family friendly event. Shame on all who was involved with FOX network and NFL for allowing such a disgusting display! Needs improvement!!!
Description
Half-time porn show pole dancing, crotch grabbing by j-low while an orgy going on is offensive to families!!! Cross-dressers & deviants on commercials-offensive! Pro-life commercials were not allowed!
Ticket: # 3801002 - Half time show
Date: 2/4/2020 2:56:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Corcoran, California 93212
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The half time show was inappropriate for family viewing. Pole dancing, crotch grabbing, exposed crotches.
Description
I get that there are those that would think 2 women shaking their goods on stage and pole dancing is entertainment, but maybe in a strip club, not on TV and NOT at halftime at the Super Bowl. I love football, wait for the SB, wait for their commercials, but halftime has gotten so raunchy and sexual that I can't stand to watch it. We don't let the kids watch, for sure. How do we get our point across that this kind of thing can't be on our TV's where kids can see mostly naked women bending over and shaking their asses. It's wrong on so many levels!!

I put 7 pm below...don't remember what time halftime aired here.
Ticket: # 3801007 - Super Bowl halftime porn show 2020
Date: 2/4/2020 2:59:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Coldspeing, Texas 77331

Description
We wonder what’s wrong with America......Horrible, disgusting, tasteless pornography....so sick I had to turn off because my 2 grandsons & granddaughter were watching the what was supposed to be a family themed show.....HORRIBLE!!!!! Clear violation of the fcc laws; fine the Fox 26, super bowl & all parties....
Ticket: # 3801015 - Inappropriate Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/4/2020 3:07:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Garland, Texas 75044

Description
I object to the sexual provocative Super Bowl halftime performance. It should be family friendly and not glorify sexuality or exploit women. Please send a message to Pepsi and the NFL that this performance is dishonoring to women and that it is inappropriate for children as well as adults. We deserve wholesome family friendly entertainment that is inspiring and uplifting for people of all ages and that holds women in high respect.
Ticket: # 3801017 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/4/2020 3:11:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Anchorage, Alaska 99516
Company Complaining About: We Used An Antennae.

Description
Close up images of women’s crotches. This is beyond me why anyone would think this is appropriate for adults, let alone all the children at that venue and watching. My family and I changed the channel, but not fast enough. It is ok for a society to have standards of decency. There was nothing empowering about a strip tease. The entire show was degrading (I watched only a few minutes but I understand it didn't improve).
Ticket: # 3801019 - NFL Super Bowl Half-Time Show

Date: 2/4/2020 3:21:21 AM
City/State/Zip: Iva, South Carolina 29655

Description
Legalized pornography that should not have been played during a time when children were viewing.